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The semiclassical limit of quantum mechanical transition state theory is derived by invoking the 
classical path approximation for the Boltzmann density operator and making use of the stationary 
phase approximation; separability of motion along a reaction coordinate is not assumed. The resulting 
expression for the rate constant bears an interesting similarity to that of conventional transition state 
theory, although all quantities in it refer to the full classical dynamics on the potential energy 
surface. In place of the vibrational frequencies of the "activated complex" which appear in the 
conventional theory, for example, the semiclassical expression contains characteristic frequencies 
related to the stability properties of a periodic classical trajectory. Conservation of total angular 
momentum is easily accounted for in a rigorous manner so that the semiclassical model can be 
applied to three-dimensional dynamical systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known i that the thermal rate constant for a 

chemical reaction with significant activation energy is 
determined primarily by low collision energies near 
threshold. It has recently been emphasized2 that the 
fundamental assumption3 of transition state theory should 
be valid at these low collision energies when a signifi-
cant activation barrier exists, and a recent comparison4 

of classical microcanonical transition state theory with 
the corresponding classical trajectory calculations for 
the H + H2 reaction, in fact, shows excellent agreement 
between the two; for the three-dimensional case the re-
active cross section given by transition state theory is 
essentially exact for total energies up to over 0.3 eV 
above the saddle point of the potential surface and is only 
10% too large at the relatively high energy of 1 eVabove 
the saddle point. The work of Pechukas and McLauf-
ferty5 also supports this general point of view; for a col-
linear A + BC - AB + C reaction these authors find a sim-
pIe geometrical criterion for determining an energy be-
low which classical transition state theory must agree 
exactly with classical dynamics. 

For collision energies in the threshold region, how-
ever, quantum mechanical effects are large and classi-
cal transition state theory is not sufficiently accurate. 
The usual6 quantum mechanical extension of transition 
state theory is not successful, 7 though, because it incor-
porates the assumption of separability of motion along a 
reaction coordinate. What is needed is a way of imple-
menting the fundamental assumptions of transition state 
theory quantum mechanically without being forced to in-
voke the separability apprOximation. 8 

Such a theory has recently2 been presented by the au-
thor, and the purpose of this paper is to consider the 
semiclassical limit of the rate expression obtained in 
Ref. 2. The derivation is carried out in Sec. II, and the 
result is found to bear a striking resemblance to that of 
conventional transition state theory; in place of vibra-
tional frequencies of the normal modes of the "activated 
complex" which appear in the usual theory, for example, 
the semiclassical expression involves characteristic 
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frequencies related to the stability properties of a peri-
odic classical trajectory. If the separability approxima-
tion is made, then the semiclassical rate expression re-
duces to the conventional one. Section ill shows how 
conservation of total angular momentum is correctly ac-
counted for so that three-dimensional dynamical systems 
can be treated, and a concluding discussion is presented 
in Sec. IV. 

II. SEMICLASSICAL LIMIT OF QUANTUM 
MECHANICAL TRANSITION STATE THEORY 
A. Summary of quantum mechanical transition state 
theory 

The "exact" rate constant for a bimolecular reaction-
i. e., the Boltzmann averageS of the reactive cross sec-
tion obtained from an exact quantum scattering calcula-
tion-was shown2 to be given by 

(2. 1) 

where a and b denote reactants and products, respective-
1y' Qa is the partition function per unit volume for the 
nOninteracting reactants, H is the total Hamiltonian, F 
is a "flux-through-a-surface" operator, and <P is the pro-
jection operator which projects onto those states which 
have come in the infinite past from reactants. If coordi-
nates are chosen so that one of them, qi say, is perpen-
dicular to the surface which divides reactants and prod-
ucts, then F is 

(2.2) 

where Pi is the momentum operator conjugate to Qi' The 
transition state approximation corresponds to the re-
placement 

(2.3) 

where h is the step function 

h(x) = 1, x>O 

0, x<O; 

i. e., the fundamental assumptions of transition state 
theory is that positive momentum at the dividing surface 
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and
!

ds! denotes integration over all normal coordinates ex-
cept s1 between the limits ±".

We can now obtain the expression for the “Im F” in-
stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
N # " limit, and substituting into Eq. (1), which gives27

k(imf)(!)Qr (!) = P(!) e$"A(!)/¯, (16)

where "A(!) is the exact classical action around the instanton
orbit,

"A(!) % "A("x0,"x0; !) = lim
N#"

"AN ("x0,"x0; !), (17)

P(!) = lim
N#"

#
BN

2"#3
N ¯

$ 1
2 1&

det! K
(18)

with

det! K =
!%

i

$2
i , (19)

and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by

k(fs)(!)Qr (!) = (2"¯3)$1/2

&&&&
d2 "A(!)

d!2

&&&&
1/2

'
f $1%

i=1

1
2 sinh(ui/2)

e$"A(!)/¯, (20)

where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
Eq. (14). First (Sec. III A), we convert the integral over the
zero-frequency mode s1 into an integral over the initial posi-
tion on the instanton orbit, which leads to a steepest-descent
integral involving a linear polymer with fixed start and end
points. Second (Sec. III B), we convert this steepest-descent
integral into a van Vleck-type prefactor. Although there is
a standard procedure due to Gel’fand and Yaglom53–55 for
carrying out this type of conversion, we use in Sec. III B
a simpler and more direct method.59 Third (Sec. III C), we
integrate over the start and end points (which were held fixed
in Sec. III A), and convert terms involving the classical action
"A(x0, xN ,!) into terms involving the eikonal,

"S(x0, xN , E) = "A(x0, xN ,!) + E!¯, (21)

where E is the energy of the instanton orbit [obtained from
the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which

q01 = 1
'

b f

f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )x0 j , (22)

where

b f =
f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )2 (23)

and the remaining coordinates {q02, . . . , q0 f } are linear com-
binations of the coordinates x0 which are orthogonal to q01

(and their precise form does not need to be specified). It is
clear that a small displacement in q01 produces a small shift
in the position of the zeroth bead in the direction of the in-
stanton path at x0. From Eq. (22) it follows that

lim
N#"

&
BN

#N

#
%q01

%s1

$

s!
= q̇01, (24)

where q̇01 is the initial speed of the particle around the instan-
ton orbit, i.e.,

q̇01 = lim
N#"

)* f
j=1("x1 j $"x0 j )2

#N
. (25)

We can use this result, together with the property that C(s!)
is independent of s1 (Ref. 60) to re-express Eq. (14) in the
N # " limit as

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = lim

N#"
N

+ #N q̇01

0
dq01

#
%s1

%q01

$

s!

+
ds! C(s!).

(26)

We can then transform back to the coordinates {q0, x!} (with
x! % {x1, . . . , xN$1}), integrate out q01, and carry out the
steepest-descent integration in two stages, first over the co-
ordinates x! and subsequently (in Sec. III C) over the coordi-
nates q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f }.61 This gives

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = !¯q̇01

+

SD
dq!

0

&&&&
%x0

%q0

&&&& F(x0, xN ; !)

' e$"A(x0,xN ;!)/¯,
(27)

where |%x0/%q0| is the Jacobian for the coordinate transfor-
mation x0 # q0, and the subscript “SD” indicates that the in-
tegration over q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f } is to be approximated by
steepest-descent. The steepest-descent approximation has al-
ready been made in the coordinates x!, by expanding about
the stationary point x! ="x!, which corresponds to a loop
of beads with end-points pinned at xN = x0 = x0(q0). This
pinned loop of beads gives a finite-difference approximation
to a classical trajectory with action "A(x0, xN ; !), which is not
in general periodic (since, although the start and end-points
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stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
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i
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and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by
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1/2
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i=1

1
2 sinh(ui/2)
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where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
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the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which
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'

b f
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and
!

ds! denotes integration over all normal coordinates ex-
cept s1 between the limits ±".

We can now obtain the expression for the “Im F” in-
stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
N # " limit, and substituting into Eq. (1), which gives27

k(imf)(!)Qr (!) = P(!) e$"A(!)/¯, (16)

where "A(!) is the exact classical action around the instanton
orbit,

"A(!) % "A("x0,"x0; !) = lim
N#"

"AN ("x0,"x0; !), (17)

P(!) = lim
N#"

#
BN

2"#3
N ¯

$ 1
2 1&

det! K
(18)

with

det! K =
!%

i

$2
i , (19)

and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by

k(fs)(!)Qr (!) = (2"¯3)$1/2

&&&&
d2 "A(!)

d!2

&&&&
1/2

'
f $1%

i=1

1
2 sinh(ui/2)

e$"A(!)/¯, (20)

where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
Eq. (14). First (Sec. III A), we convert the integral over the
zero-frequency mode s1 into an integral over the initial posi-
tion on the instanton orbit, which leads to a steepest-descent
integral involving a linear polymer with fixed start and end
points. Second (Sec. III B), we convert this steepest-descent
integral into a van Vleck-type prefactor. Although there is
a standard procedure due to Gel’fand and Yaglom53–55 for
carrying out this type of conversion, we use in Sec. III B
a simpler and more direct method.59 Third (Sec. III C), we
integrate over the start and end points (which were held fixed
in Sec. III A), and convert terms involving the classical action
"A(x0, xN ,!) into terms involving the eikonal,

"S(x0, xN , E) = "A(x0, xN ,!) + E!¯, (21)

where E is the energy of the instanton orbit [obtained from
the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which

q01 = 1
'

b f

f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )x0 j , (22)

where

b f =
f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )2 (23)

and the remaining coordinates {q02, . . . , q0 f } are linear com-
binations of the coordinates x0 which are orthogonal to q01

(and their precise form does not need to be specified). It is
clear that a small displacement in q01 produces a small shift
in the position of the zeroth bead in the direction of the in-
stanton path at x0. From Eq. (22) it follows that

lim
N#"

&
BN

#N

#
%q01

%s1

$

s!
= q̇01, (24)

where q̇01 is the initial speed of the particle around the instan-
ton orbit, i.e.,

q̇01 = lim
N#"

)* f
j=1("x1 j $"x0 j )2

#N
. (25)

We can use this result, together with the property that C(s!)
is independent of s1 (Ref. 60) to re-express Eq. (14) in the
N # " limit as

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = lim

N#"
N

+ #N q̇01

0
dq01

#
%s1

%q01

$

s!

+
ds! C(s!).

(26)

We can then transform back to the coordinates {q0, x!} (with
x! % {x1, . . . , xN$1}), integrate out q01, and carry out the
steepest-descent integration in two stages, first over the co-
ordinates x! and subsequently (in Sec. III C) over the coordi-
nates q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f }.61 This gives

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = !¯q̇01

+

SD
dq!

0

&&&&
%x0

%q0

&&&& F(x0, xN ; !)

' e$"A(x0,xN ;!)/¯,
(27)

where |%x0/%q0| is the Jacobian for the coordinate transfor-
mation x0 # q0, and the subscript “SD” indicates that the in-
tegration over q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f } is to be approximated by
steepest-descent. The steepest-descent approximation has al-
ready been made in the coordinates x!, by expanding about
the stationary point x! ="x!, which corresponds to a loop
of beads with end-points pinned at xN = x0 = x0(q0). This
pinned loop of beads gives a finite-difference approximation
to a classical trajectory with action "A(x0, xN ; !), which is not
in general periodic (since, although the start and end-points
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and
!

ds! denotes integration over all normal coordinates ex-
cept s1 between the limits ±".

We can now obtain the expression for the “Im F” in-
stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
N # " limit, and substituting into Eq. (1), which gives27

k(imf)(!)Qr (!) = P(!) e$"A(!)/¯, (16)

where "A(!) is the exact classical action around the instanton
orbit,

"A(!) % "A("x0,"x0; !) = lim
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"AN ("x0,"x0; !), (17)
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with
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and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by

k(fs)(!)Qr (!) = (2"¯3)$1/2

&&&&
d2 "A(!)
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&&&&
1/2

'
f $1%
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1
2 sinh(ui/2)

e$"A(!)/¯, (20)

where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
Eq. (14). First (Sec. III A), we convert the integral over the
zero-frequency mode s1 into an integral over the initial posi-
tion on the instanton orbit, which leads to a steepest-descent
integral involving a linear polymer with fixed start and end
points. Second (Sec. III B), we convert this steepest-descent
integral into a van Vleck-type prefactor. Although there is
a standard procedure due to Gel’fand and Yaglom53–55 for
carrying out this type of conversion, we use in Sec. III B
a simpler and more direct method.59 Third (Sec. III C), we
integrate over the start and end points (which were held fixed
in Sec. III A), and convert terms involving the classical action
"A(x0, xN ,!) into terms involving the eikonal,

"S(x0, xN , E) = "A(x0, xN ,!) + E!¯, (21)

where E is the energy of the instanton orbit [obtained from
the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which

q01 = 1
'

b f

f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )x0 j , (22)

where

b f =
f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )2 (23)

and the remaining coordinates {q02, . . . , q0 f } are linear com-
binations of the coordinates x0 which are orthogonal to q01

(and their precise form does not need to be specified). It is
clear that a small displacement in q01 produces a small shift
in the position of the zeroth bead in the direction of the in-
stanton path at x0. From Eq. (22) it follows that

lim
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%q01

%s1

$

s!
= q̇01, (24)

where q̇01 is the initial speed of the particle around the instan-
ton orbit, i.e.,

q̇01 = lim
N#"

)* f
j=1("x1 j $"x0 j )2
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. (25)

We can use this result, together with the property that C(s!)
is independent of s1 (Ref. 60) to re-express Eq. (14) in the
N # " limit as

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = lim

N#"
N

+ #N q̇01

0
dq01

#
%s1
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$

s!

+
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(26)

We can then transform back to the coordinates {q0, x!} (with
x! % {x1, . . . , xN$1}), integrate out q01, and carry out the
steepest-descent integration in two stages, first over the co-
ordinates x! and subsequently (in Sec. III C) over the coordi-
nates q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f }.61 This gives

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = !¯q̇01

+

SD
dq!

0

&&&&
%x0

%q0

&&&& F(x0, xN ; !)

' e$"A(x0,xN ;!)/¯,
(27)

where |%x0/%q0| is the Jacobian for the coordinate transfor-
mation x0 # q0, and the subscript “SD” indicates that the in-
tegration over q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f } is to be approximated by
steepest-descent. The steepest-descent approximation has al-
ready been made in the coordinates x!, by expanding about
the stationary point x! ="x!, which corresponds to a loop
of beads with end-points pinned at xN = x0 = x0(q0). This
pinned loop of beads gives a finite-difference approximation
to a classical trajectory with action "A(x0, xN ; !), which is not
in general periodic (since, although the start and end-points
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and
!

ds! denotes integration over all normal coordinates ex-
cept s1 between the limits ±".

We can now obtain the expression for the “Im F” in-
stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
N # " limit, and substituting into Eq. (1), which gives27

k(imf)(!)Qr (!) = P(!) e$"A(!)/¯, (16)

where "A(!) is the exact classical action around the instanton
orbit,

"A(!) % "A("x0,"x0; !) = lim
N#"

"AN ("x0,"x0; !), (17)

P(!) = lim
N#"

#
BN

2"#3
N ¯

$ 1
2 1&

det! K
(18)

with

det! K =
!%

i

$2
i , (19)

and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by

k(fs)(!)Qr (!) = (2"¯3)$1/2

&&&&
d2 "A(!)

d!2

&&&&
1/2

'
f $1%

i=1

1
2 sinh(ui/2)

e$"A(!)/¯, (20)

where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
Eq. (14). First (Sec. III A), we convert the integral over the
zero-frequency mode s1 into an integral over the initial posi-
tion on the instanton orbit, which leads to a steepest-descent
integral involving a linear polymer with fixed start and end
points. Second (Sec. III B), we convert this steepest-descent
integral into a van Vleck-type prefactor. Although there is
a standard procedure due to Gel’fand and Yaglom53–55 for
carrying out this type of conversion, we use in Sec. III B
a simpler and more direct method.59 Third (Sec. III C), we
integrate over the start and end points (which were held fixed
in Sec. III A), and convert terms involving the classical action
"A(x0, xN ,!) into terms involving the eikonal,

"S(x0, xN , E) = "A(x0, xN ,!) + E!¯, (21)

where E is the energy of the instanton orbit [obtained from
the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which

q01 = 1
'

b f

f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )x0 j , (22)

where

b f =
f(

j=1

("x1 j $"x0 j )2 (23)

and the remaining coordinates {q02, . . . , q0 f } are linear com-
binations of the coordinates x0 which are orthogonal to q01

(and their precise form does not need to be specified). It is
clear that a small displacement in q01 produces a small shift
in the position of the zeroth bead in the direction of the in-
stanton path at x0. From Eq. (22) it follows that

lim
N#"

&
BN

#N

#
%q01

%s1

$

s!
= q̇01, (24)

where q̇01 is the initial speed of the particle around the instan-
ton orbit, i.e.,

q̇01 = lim
N#"

)* f
j=1("x1 j $"x0 j )2

#N
. (25)

We can use this result, together with the property that C(s!)
is independent of s1 (Ref. 60) to re-express Eq. (14) in the
N # " limit as

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = lim

N#"
N

+ #N q̇01

0
dq01

#
%s1

%q01

$

s!

+
ds! C(s!).

(26)

We can then transform back to the coordinates {q0, x!} (with
x! % {x1, . . . , xN$1}), integrate out q01, and carry out the
steepest-descent integration in two stages, first over the co-
ordinates x! and subsequently (in Sec. III C) over the coordi-
nates q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f }.61 This gives

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = !¯q̇01

+

SD
dq!

0

&&&&
%x0

%q0

&&&& F(x0, xN ; !)

' e$"A(x0,xN ;!)/¯,
(27)

where |%x0/%q0| is the Jacobian for the coordinate transfor-
mation x0 # q0, and the subscript “SD” indicates that the in-
tegration over q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f } is to be approximated by
steepest-descent. The steepest-descent approximation has al-
ready been made in the coordinates x!, by expanding about
the stationary point x! ="x!, which corresponds to a loop
of beads with end-points pinned at xN = x0 = x0(q0). This
pinned loop of beads gives a finite-difference approximation
to a classical trajectory with action "A(x0, xN ; !), which is not
in general periodic (since, although the start and end-points
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and
!

ds! denotes integration over all normal coordinates ex-
cept s1 between the limits ±".

We can now obtain the expression for the “Im F” in-
stanton rate, by evaluating the Gaussian integral, taking the
N # " limit, and substituting into Eq. (1), which gives27

k(imf)(!)Qr (!) = P(!) e$"A(!)/¯, (16)

where "A(!) is the exact classical action around the instanton
orbit,

"A(!) % "A("x0,"x0; !) = lim
N#"

"AN ("x0,"x0; !), (17)

P(!) = lim
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det! K
(18)

with

det! K =
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i
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i , (19)

and where the prime indicates that $1(= 0) is omitted from
the product.

III. EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO FORMS OF
INSTANTON THEORY

We now provide a first-principles justification of k(imf)(!)
by showing that it is identical to the flux-side version of the
instanton rate derived in Ref. 35. The latter involves the iden-
tical instanton periodic orbit with classical action "A(!), and
is given by

k(fs)(!)Qr (!) = (2"¯3)$1/2

&&&&
d2 "A(!)

d!2

&&&&
1/2

'
f $1%
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1
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e$"A(!)/¯, (20)

where the ui are the stability parameters along the instanton
orbit.41–43 Hence both versions of instanton rate involve the
same exponent.

Our aim in this section is thus to show that the prefactor
in Eq. (20) is identical to P(!) in Eq. (18). We accomplish this
in three steps, starting with the steepest-descent integral of
Eq. (14). First (Sec. III A), we convert the integral over the
zero-frequency mode s1 into an integral over the initial posi-
tion on the instanton orbit, which leads to a steepest-descent
integral involving a linear polymer with fixed start and end
points. Second (Sec. III B), we convert this steepest-descent
integral into a van Vleck-type prefactor. Although there is
a standard procedure due to Gel’fand and Yaglom53–55 for
carrying out this type of conversion, we use in Sec. III B
a simpler and more direct method.59 Third (Sec. III C), we
integrate over the start and end points (which were held fixed
in Sec. III A), and convert terms involving the classical action
"A(x0, xN ,!) into terms involving the eikonal,

"S(x0, xN , E) = "A(x0, xN ,!) + E!¯, (21)

where E is the energy of the instanton orbit [obtained from
the classical Hamiltonian containing the inverted potential

$V (x1, . . . , x f )]. This final step allows us to invoke a result
from Ref. 41 relating derivatives of the eikonal to the stability
parameters ui , which then establishes that P(!) is identical
to the prefactor in Eq. (20).

A. Change of integration variables

Let us introduce the coordinates q0 % {q01, . . . , q0 f }, of
which

q01 = 1
'
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("x1 j $"x0 j )x0 j , (22)

where

b f =
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("x1 j $"x0 j )2 (23)

and the remaining coordinates {q02, . . . , q0 f } are linear com-
binations of the coordinates x0 which are orthogonal to q01

(and their precise form does not need to be specified). It is
clear that a small displacement in q01 produces a small shift
in the position of the zeroth bead in the direction of the in-
stanton path at x0. From Eq. (22) it follows that
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where q̇01 is the initial speed of the particle around the instan-
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We can use this result, together with the property that C(s!)
is independent of s1 (Ref. 60) to re-express Eq. (14) in the
N # " limit as
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+
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(26)

We can then transform back to the coordinates {q0, x!} (with
x! % {x1, . . . , xN$1}), integrate out q01, and carry out the
steepest-descent integration in two stages, first over the co-
ordinates x! and subsequently (in Sec. III C) over the coordi-
nates q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f }.61 This gives

lim
N#"

R(sd)
N (!) = !¯q̇01

+
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dq!

0

&&&&
%x0

%q0

&&&& F(x0, xN ; !)

' e$"A(x0,xN ;!)/¯,
(27)

where |%x0/%q0| is the Jacobian for the coordinate transfor-
mation x0 # q0, and the subscript “SD” indicates that the in-
tegration over q!

0 % {q02, . . . , q0 f } is to be approximated by
steepest-descent. The steepest-descent approximation has al-
ready been made in the coordinates x!, by expanding about
the stationary point x! ="x!, which corresponds to a loop
of beads with end-points pinned at xN = x0 = x0(q0). This
pinned loop of beads gives a finite-difference approximation
to a classical trajectory with action "A(x0, xN ; !), which is not
in general periodic (since, although the start and end-points
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stantly, and is therefore far superior from a numerical point
of view. We shall return to explain why Eq. !24" gives the
rate so efficiently for this problem in a moment.

The second numerical advantage of Eq. !24" over Eq.
!20" is that the statistics of the integral over the initial ring-
polymer phase space are far better in the former equation.
The reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 4, which compares
the factor

f1!p,q" =
p1

m
e!!n #

j=1

n
V!qj" !27"

that contributes to the integrand of Eq. !20" at time zero with
the corresponding factor

f̄!p,q" =
p̄

m
e!!n #

j=1

n
V!qj" !28"

in the integrand of Eq. !24". In each case, the values of
f!p ,q" are shown as histograms over the trajectories that end
up on the product side of the dividing surface in the long-
time limit and so make a contribution to the reaction rate.

The temperature in the figure is 300 K and the dividing sur-
face has again been placed at q‡=0.

One sees from the top panel of Fig. 4 that there is a great
deal of cancellation between positive and negative contribu-
tions to the integral over the initial phase space when the rate
is calculated using Eq. !20". This clearly arises because ring
polymers in which the first bead has a negative velocity
along the reaction coordinate at t=0 can end up on the prod-
uct side of the dividing surface in the long-time limit !see
Fig. 1". However, it is much less likely that a ring polymer
will end up on the product side at long times if its center-of-
mass velocity p̄ /m is initially negative and the dividing sur-
face is in an appropriate place !see Fig. 2". There is conse-
quently hardly any cancellation between positive and
negative contributions to the integral over the initial phase
space for a symmetric Eckart barrier when the rate is calcu-
lated using Eq. !24".

It should be clear from Fig. 4 that the statistics of a
Monte Carlo evaluation of the integral in Eq. !24" will be far
better than those of an evaluation of the integral in Eq. !20".
Because of these improved statistics, 105 ring-polymer tra-
jectories are sufficient to give a fully converged rate coeffi-
cient at 300 K using Eq. !24", whereas 107 are required in
Eq. !20". Since the centroid flux-side correlation function
also gives the reaction rate almost instantly for a symmetric
Eckart barrier !provided the dividing surface is chosen in the
right place—see Fig. 3", it is clear that this new formulation
of the problem is significantly more efficient than the one we
presented before.29 The fundamental reason for this is that
the new formulation pins the initial ring polymer more
tightly to the transition state dividing surface and is therefore
closer in spirit to what is known to be one of the most effi-
cient ways of computing a classical reaction rate.40–43 We
shall therefore abandon Eq. !20" from this point on and con-
centrate exclusively on Eq. !24".

Finally, for the record, Fig. 5 shows how the rate calcu-
lated using this equation compares with the exact quantum-
mechanical result over a temperature range extending from
200 to 2000 K. The upper panel of the figure shows the

FIG. 3. Comparison of the flux-side correlation function in Eq. !24" !solid
line" with that in Eq. !20" !dashed line" for the symmetric Eckart barrier at
300 and 1000 K.

FIG. 4. Histograms of the factors f1!p ,q" in Eq. !27" and f̄!p ,q" in Eq. !28"
for the symmetric Eckart barrier at 300 K.

FIG. 5. !a" An Arrhenius plot of the rate coefficient for the symmetric Eckart
barrier. The solid line is the RPMD result obtained from Eq. !24" and the
filled circles indicate the exact quantum-mechanical rate. !b" Percentage
error in the RPMD result over the same temperature range as in !a".
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Ring-polymer molecular dynamics rate-theory in the deep-tunneling
regime: Connection with semiclassical instanton theory

Jeremy O. Richardson and Stuart C. Althorpe
Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, United Kingdom

!Received 14 October 2009; accepted 4 November 2009; published online 3 December 2009"

We demonstrate that the ring-polymer molecular dynamics !RPMD" method is equivalent to an
automated and approximate implementation of the “Im F” version of semiclassical instanton theory
when used to calculate reaction rates in the deep-tunneling regime. This explains why the RPMD
method is often reliable in this regime and also shows how it can be systematically improved. The
geometry of the beads at the transition state on the ring-polymer potential surface describes a
finite-difference approximation to the “instanton” trajectory !a periodic orbit in imaginary time !"
on the inverted potential surface". The deep-tunneling RPMD rate is an approximation to the rate
obtained by applying classical transition-state theory !TST" in ring-polymer phase-space using the
optimal dividing surface; this TST rate is in turn an approximation to a free-energy version of the
Im F instanton rate. The optimal dividing surface is in general a function of several modes of the
ring polymer, which explains why centroid-based quantum-TSTs break down at low temperatures
for asymmetric reaction barriers. Numerical tests on one-dimensional models show that the RPMD
rate tends to overestimate deep-tunneling rates for asymmetric barriers and underestimate them for
symmetric barriers, and we explain that this is likely to be a general trend. The ability of the RPMD
method to give a dividing-surface-independent rate in the deep-tunneling regime is shown to be a
consequence of setting the bead-masses equal to the physical mass. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3267318$

I. INTRODUCTION

Ring-polymer molecular dynamics !RPMD" is an ap-
proximate method for including quantum effects in time-
correlation functions.1–12 Like the related centroid MD
!CMD" method,13,14 the RPMD method obtains an approxi-
mate description of the thermally averaged quantum dynam-
ics by considering the classical dynamics of a set of ring
polymers. The ring polymers are the closed loops of replica
particles joined by harmonic springs that appear in quantum
path-integral simulations of static quantities.15–22

The classical dynamics of the ring polymers preserves
the quantum Boltzmann distribution and satisfies time-
reversal symmetry. These are important properties, but alone
they are not sufficient to guarantee that the !fictitious" clas-
sical dynamics of the ring polymers gives a realistic approxi-
mation to the true quantum dynamics. Nevertheless, both
RPMD and CMD have had considerable success. The two
methods differ mainly in how they choose the !fictitious"
masses of the polymer beads. In RPMD these masses are
chosen to be the same as the physical masses of the particles
in the system;1,4 in CMD they are chosen differently14 such
that the fictitious vibrations of the particle springs do not
corrupt the vibrational spectrum. As a result, CMD is better
than RPMD for simulating spectra.6,23

The RPMD method, however, does extremely well when
used to calculate thermal reaction rates.9–12 One can show9

that the RPMD rate is correct in the classical limit !where
each polymer collapses to a point" and that it is also exact for

tunneling through a parabolic barrier. The RPMD method
can therefore be expected to yield reliable estimates of reac-
tion rates in the classical and shallow-tunneling regimes.
However, a surprising result of applying the RPMD method
to systems for which accurate quantum rates are
available9,10,12 is that it yields realistic estimates of the rates
!usually to within better than a factor of two" at much lower
temperatures in the deep-tunneling regime.

In this article, we demonstrate that there is a close link
between RPMD rate-theory and the long-established semi-
classical instanton approach,24–32 which explains why the
RPMD rate is often reliable in the deep-tunneling regime and
also shows how it can be improved. The semiclassical instan-
ton approach belongs to the class of approximate quantum
rate methods !for other examples, see Refs. 33–41", which
include quantum effects in the Boltzmann operator but treat
the dynamics classically. Such methods are expected to yield
reliable estimates of the rate, provided it is not influenced by
long-time !t#!"" quantum-coherence effects.

There are two alternative forms of the semiclassical in-
stanton approach, one24 derived rigorously from the !exact"
quantum flux-side correlation function42 and the
other25–32,43–45 !sometimes called the “Im F” approach" ob-
tained by modeling the rate of transmission through the bar-
rier by the rate of decay of a thermal average of shape reso-
nances !through the same barrier". For a one-dimensional
!1D" system, the first approach approximates the rate by

THE JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 131, 214106 !2009"
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Ring-polymer instanton method for calculating tunneling splittings
Jeremy O. Richardson and Stuart C. Althorpe
Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, United Kingdom

(Received 9 November 2010; accepted 3 December 2010; published online 1 February 2011)

The semiclassical instanton expression for the tunneling splitting between two symmetric wells is
rederived, starting from the ring-polymer representation of the quantum partition function. This leads
to simpler mathematics by replacing functional determinants with matrix determinants. By exploiting
the simple Hückel-like structure of the matrices, we derive an expression for the instanton tunneling
splitting in terms of a minimum on the potential surface of a linear polymer. The latter is a section cut
out of a ring polymer, consisting of an infinite number of beads, which describes a periodic orbit on
the inverted potential surface. The approach is straightforward to generalize to multiple dimensions,
and we demonstrate that it is computationally practical by carrying out instanton calculations of
tunneling splittings in HO2 and malonaldehyde in full dimensionality. © 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3530589]

I. INTRODUCTION

Tunneling splittings, produced by the overlap between
degenerate eigenstates in symmetric wells, are important ob-
servables in molecular science. In recent years they have at-
tracted particular attention in molecular clusters where they
give clues into the nature of rearrangement dynamics.1 The
present paper develops a new, practical method of computing
tunneling splittings approximately by locating the dominant
tunneling paths. The method grows out of our recent work2 in
making the link between ring-polymer rate-theory3–6 and the
instanton approach.

The instanton approach7–17 is one of a variety of tech-
niques that can be used to calculate tunneling splittings. The
others include exact methods such as direct solution of the
Schrödinger equation,18–22 diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)23–26

and path integral approaches,27–30 as well as various approx-
imate methods based on reduced dimensionality,26, 31 the
WKB limit32–37 or combinations of these.38 All these meth-
ods have their advantages and disadvantages. Exact solution
of the Schrödinger equation is of course the most accurate
method, but is only applicable to small systems (although
recent advances in the multiconfigurational time-dependent
Hartree approach have extended it to systems such as
malonaldehyde22). The DMC and path-integral approaches
are also formally exact, but they require sampling over a large
number of independent configurations in order to reduce
statistical errors. The WKB approach is a “one-shot” method
that involves no sampling, and often works well; its disad-
vantage is that it requires prior knowledge of the tunneling
path.

The instanton approach is also a “one-shot” method, and
is related closely to the WKB approach.39 However, it does
not require prior knowledge of the tunneling path. Instead,
it yields the “instanton,” which is the dominant imaginary-
time tunneling path in the partition function at absolute zero.
The instanton corresponds to a periodic orbit in real time
on the inverted potential energy surface. The disadvantage

of the approach is that fluctuations around the instanton are
treated harmonically. However, anharmonicity along the in-
stanton path is included exactly. Hence the instanton approach
is expected to capture the dominant tunneling mechanism, and
to give an order-of-magnitude estimate of the tunneling split-
ting (unless anharmonic effects perpendicular to the tunnel-
ing path are sufficiently large to produce qualitative changes
in the tunneling dynamics). In practice, instanton tunneling
splittings calculated for simple test-systems are usually11, 14–16

within a factor of 2 of the exact quantum results. The instanton
approach is thus suitable for predicting the optimal tunneling
path and estimating the tunneling splitting in complex sys-
tems, which are difficult, if not impossible, to treat by more
accurate methods.

Of course, this assumes that the instanton approach is
practical to apply. In earlier applications,11 this was not so.
The location of periodic orbits in multidimensional systems
is well known to be a difficult problem, and thus most ap-
plications of instanton theory used reduced-dimensionality
approximations.11, 13 However, there is another, much more
practical approach to finding the instanton orbits which uses
the property that they correspond to stationary points on
the extended potential energy surface that arises in ring-
polymer implementations of path-integral theory40–43 and in
ring-polymer molecular dynamics.2–6 This simple property
has been exploited at various times during the history of path-
integrals,44 most recently in Ref. 2 (where it is used to demon-
strate the connection between instantons and ring-polymer
molecular dynamics) and in Ref. 17 (where it is used to cal-
culate thermal reaction rates). A related approach has been
developed by Mil’nikov and Nakamura14 and has been used
to calculate tunneling splittings for a variety of polyatomic
molecules including malonaldehyde (in all 21 degrees of free-
dom).

The method developed in this article was inspired by
Ref. 14. Our aim is to keep the mathematics as simple as
possible and to obtain instanton formulae for the tunneling
splittings that are expressed in terms of ring polymers using

0021-9606/2011/134(5)/054109/11/$30.00 © 2011 American Institute of Physics134, 054109-1
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et al. and also identified larger clusters in supersonic expansions
carrying increasing concentrations of water. Huang and Miller
(32, 33) reported the first rotationally resolved spectrum of
(H2O)2 and observed the four OH stretch vibrations, and
recently Frochtenicht et al. (34) used a size selection technique
in which a He beam is used to eject clusters from a molecular
beam as a function of their size. They were able to measure the
free and bound OH stretching frequencies for clusters up to the
pentamer.

The wide tuning range of our IR cavity ringdown laser
absorption spectrometer recently permitted the first detailed
studies of both the covalent bending vibrations of H2O clusters
(35), which occur near 1,600 cm!1, and the stretching vibrations
of D2O clusters (36, 37), which fall near 2,700 cm!1 (Fig. 2). All
of the observed clusters except the dimer exhibit strong vibra-
tional predissociation broadening of their OD stretch spectra
that obscures rotation-tunneling features. For the D2O dimer,
however, the acceptor antisymmetric stretch exhibits well-
resolved acceptor switching doublets for each rotational line,
whereas the donor stretch exhibits rotational lines that are
broadened, but by about 30 times less than found for the H2O
isotopomer (36, 37). All bands observed for the cluster HOH
bending vibrations are severely broadened, implying a stronger
coupling with the dissociation coordinate (35). The sharp
rotation-tunneling structure measured for (D2O)2 (Fig. 2b) was
important for the determination of the dimer potential surface
(38, 39), because the acceptor switching splittings cannot be

determined directly in the FIR experiments because of prohib-
itive selection rules. With the use of theoretical integrated band
intensities, these cavity ringdown measurements permitted the
first determination of the absolute water cluster concentrations
in a supersonic beam (40). Interestingly, the trimer dominates
the cluster distribution for both H2O and D2O. This domination
is probably caused by the discontinuous increase in the per-
monomer binding energy (D0), which jumps from 1!2 D0 to D0
from dimer to trimer, while increasing much more slowly for
larger clusters.

The Evolution of Hydrogen Bonding in Small Water Clusters
The archetype of the H-bond in water is the water dimer (Fig.
3). The OOO distance, reflecting the length of the H-bond is

Fig. 1. The 89.5 cm!1 torsional hot band of (D2O)3 (Left) was the first
intermolecular vibrational band observed for a water cluster in the gas phase
(13). The spectrum shows splitting of each vibration-rotation transition into a
characteristic quartet by the bifurcation tunneling motion (see Fig. 6b). (Right)
Shown is this quartet for the 41.1 cm!1 torsional band (103), the most intense
water trimer band observed to date. The intensities of the quartet compo-
nents are determined by nuclear spin weights. S!N, Signal to noise.

Fig. 2. The IR-cavity ringdown laser absorption spectrometer spectrum of
the OD stretch region of D2O is shown (a). The spectrum shows vibrational
bands due to the stretch of the free OD at the highest frequencies. Below 2,700
cm!1 the OD stretch frequencies of the bound OD groups are observed on top
of a weak broad absorption from an amorphous ice-like phase. The bound OD
stretch frequencies decrease with increasing cluster size (40). The IR-cavity
ringdown laser absorption spectrometer spectrum of the (D2O)2 acceptor
antisymmetric OD stretch (b) shows the clearly resolved acceptor switching
splitting. This splitting is most readily observable in the intense Q-branch
transitions (36). This observation has allowed the determination of the accep-
tor switching splitting in the vibrational ground state, which was not possible
with the previously existing data.

Fig. 3. The equilibrium structure of the water dimer as determined by
calculations on the VRT(ASP-W)-II potential surface (R. S. Fellers, M. G. Brown,
L. B. Braly, M. Colvin, C. Leforestier, and R.J.S., unpublished work). The
hydrogen bond deviates 2.3° from linearity, the OOO distance is 2.952 Å, and
the bond strength, D0, is 3.40 kcal!mol. The highly nonrigid dimer has six
floppy intermolecular vibrations.

Fig. 4. The water dimer exhibits three distinct low barrier tunneling path-
ways that rearrange the hydrogen bonding pattern. Acceptor switching (AS),
having the lowest barrier of all tunneling motions estimated at 157 cm!1 by
VRT(ASP-W), is the most facile tunneling motion. This tunneling pathway
exchanges the two protons in the hydrogen bond acceptor monomer and has
been determined to begin with a flip of the acceptor monomer followed by
a rotation of the donor monomer around its donating OOH bond, and
completed by a 180° rotation of the complex about the OOO bond. The
tunneling motion splits each rovibrational energy level into two. Interchange
tunneling (I) exchanges the roles of the hydrogen bond donating and accept-
ing water monomers. Several possible pathways exist for this exchange, the
lowest barrier path being the geared interchange motion. This pathway
begins with a rotation of the donor in the !D angle and rotation of the
acceptor about its C2 axis to form a trans transition state structure. This is
followed by a rotation of the initial donor about its C2 axis and a rotation of
the initial acceptor in the !A angle such that it becomes the donor. The
pathway is completed by a 180° end-over-end rotation of the complex.
Calculations with the VRT(ASP-W) potential determine the barrier to be 207
cm!1. The anti-geared interchange pathway also has been determined to be
important and is similar to the geared pathway except that it has a cis
transition state. The tunneling motion splits each energy level by a much
smaller amount than the acceptor switching resulting into two sets of three
energy levels. The bifurcation tunneling motion B, wherein the hydrogen
bond donor exchanges its protons, consists of the simultaneous in plane
librational motion of the donor with the flip of the acceptor monomer. This
is the highest barrier tunneling pathway [394 cm!1 with VRT(ASP-W)] result-
ing in a small shift of the energy levels.

10534 " www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.191266498 Keutsch and Saykally

2.952 Å, and the hydrogen bond strength (dissociation energy)
of (H2O)2 is 3.09 kcal!mol, corresponding to the zero-point-
corrected binding energy (De) of 4.85 kcal!mol. The dimer
equilibrium structure was determined in the potential surface fit
described below, wherein a very extensive data set encompassing
five of the six fundamental intermolecular vibrations with com-
plete resolution of rotation and hydrogen bond tunneling effects,
have been fit to Stone’s highly detailed anisotropic site potential
(ASP) potential form (38). Three distinct quantum tunneling
processes (Fig. 4), for which the potential barriers all have been
determined, rearrange the H-bond on time scales ranging from
about 1 !s to 1 ps (38). The tunneling motions connect eight

degenerate minima on the intermolecular potential surface
(IPS), splitting each rovibrational transition into six subbands.
The highest barrier (1.13 kcal!mol, zero point corrected) process
corresponds to the exchange of the bound and free hydrogen
atoms on the donor molecule (bifurcation) and turns out to be
the most facile means of breaking the H-bond, which has
interesting implications with respect to bond-breaking dynamics
in bulk water (5, 41). All six fundamental intermolecular vibra-
tions except for the out-of-plane libration have now been mea-
sured for both (H2O)2 and (D2O)2.

The water trimer is a much more rigid structure than the dimer
(42), bound by three strained H-bonds (Fig. 5). The OOO distance
in the trimer is 2.85 Å, significantly shorter than in the dimer, a
result of the increased hydrogen bond strength caused by the
cooperative effect of three-body forces. The appearance of three-
body forces make inclusion of trimer VRT data into a fit of existing
water pair potentials like VRT(ASP-W) the next logical step toward
developing an accurate liquid water potential. The initial fits of
potentials to the torsional energy levels below 100 cm!1, as recently
explored by Groenenboom et al. (39), will be followed by inclusion
of the higher energy translational and librational vibrations, pend-
ing development of theoretical methods for treating such high-
dimensional dynamics in clusters. The trimer VRT data therefore
will allow explicit quantification of the three-body forces, the
leading many-body term in the liquid force field.

Each monomer in the water trimer acts both as a single donor
and single acceptor of an H-bond, and each has one bound and
one free hydrogen. Because of the alternation of the free
hydrogen atoms above and below the plane of the oxygens, this
structure is chiral, as are those of all the odd-membered rings.
Two distinct tunneling processes operate to rearrange the H-
bond network, here connecting 48 degenerate minima on the IPS
(43, 44). The first is f lipping, which is essentially barrierless (Fig.
6a) (45), and the same bifurcation process described above for
the dimer (Fig. 6b). This latter motion turns out to be a highly
local one, with an uncorrected barrier near 2 kcal!mol(43, 44).
These rearrangement pathways were systematically described in

Fig. 5. The water trimer has a chiral cyclic equilibrium structure with each
water monomer acting as a single hydrogen bond donor and acceptor (75, 98).
It is homodromic in the sense that the donor OH bonds all are directed in a
clockwise or anticlockwise pattern. The free hydrogens lie alternatingly above
and below the plane of the oxygen atoms. This results in two adjacent free
hydrogens being on the same side of the ring, making the trimer a frustrated
structure, which gives rise to very facile torsional motions. These vibrationally
average the structure to that of an oblate symmetric top on the experimental
time scale. The average OOO distance of 2.85 Å [2.80-Å equilibrium ab initio
value (105)] is significantly shorter than that of the water dimer, which can
largely be attributed to the effect of three-body forces.

Fig. 6. Two distinct tunneling pathways rearrange the hydrogen bond
pattern in the cyclic water trimer. The torsional (flipping) motion (a) of the
free hydrogens atoms from one side of the plane determined by the oxygen
atoms to the opposing side connects two degenerate minima on the IPS. The
barrier for this tunneling motion is lower than the vibrational zero-point
energy for (H2O)3 and close to the vibrational zero-point energy for (D2O)3 (43,
44, 104). Inclusion of flipping of all free hydrogens splits each torsional energy
level into a manifold of six states. This flipping motion is symmetrically
equivalent to rotation around the axis and hence is a pseudorotational motion
coupling strongly to the overall rotation of the cluster, which results in severe
Coriolis perturbations that can be readily observed in all torsional bands.
Development of a detailed Hamiltonian accounting for this coupling was
necessary for a complete understanding of the torsional states and analysis of
the torsional bands (42). The bifurcation tunneling motion (b) in the water
trimer consists of the exchange of a free and a bound hydrogen together with
the flipping motion of the free hydrogens on the two neighboring water
monomers. The bifurcation tunneling pathway is the lowest energy hydrogen
bond breaking motion observed in water clusters, and, in the trimer, connects
eight degenerate minima on the IPS, splitting each rovibrational transition
into a quartet with relative intensities determined by the nuclear spin statis-
tics. The barrier for this tunneling motion is about 2 kcal!mol and thus results
in much smaller splittings than does the torsional tunneling motion (43, 45).

Fig. 7. The FIR spectrum of liquid D2O and H2O are shown together with the
D2O and H2O cluster data in the translational (100–200 cm!1) and librational
(300–1,000 cm!1) band region. (Center Left) A stick spectrum of the 142.8
cm!1 degenerate antisymmetric stretch band of (D2O)3. (Top Left) A scan of
the RR2(2) transition, representative of the strongest observed rovibrational
transitions. The 142.8 cm!1 band lies well within the translational band of the
liquid. No bifurcation tunneling splittings are observed, indicating that they
are unchanged with respect to the ground state. (Center Right) The out-of-
plane librational band of (H2O)3. Three parallel bands of (H2O)3 centered at
517.2, 523.9, and 525.3 cm!1 were assigned. Theory predicts only one parallel
trimer band for the whole librational band region. The subbands were ex-
plained by a dramatic ("1,000) increase of tunneling splitting through the
bifurcation pathway. (Top Right) A scan of the Q-branch of the 523.9 cm!1

subband is shown and from the observed relative intensities the rotational
temperature can be estimated at 5 K.
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elegant work by Walsh and Wales (44). The water trimer VRT
data set is the most extensive existing for any water cluster, with
seven, four, and six complete intermolecular vibrational bands
observed for (D2O)3, (H2O)3, and mixed isotopomers, respec-
tively. We have now achieved a very complete description of the
low-frequency (!100 cm"1) torsional modes in the trimer (42,
46, 47), and have measured extensive VRT spectra in the
translational (26) (about 150 cm"1, Fig. 7) and librational (27)
(about 520 cm"1, Fig. 7) band regions as well. Thus, all of the
features of liquid water that appear in the intermolecular
vibrational region (! # 10 "m) also exist for the trimer and have
been quite well characterized.

The H-bonding motif of the water tetramer is similar to that
of the trimer, with each monomer acting as a single donor and
acceptor, and having one free and one bound H (Fig. 8). The
average OOO distance is further shortened to 2.79 Å. Interest-
ingly, the water tetramer turns out to be more difficult to
characterize than the trimer, as a result of its higher (S4)
symmetry (19, 24, 48, 49). Whereas the torsional motion of the
free hydrogens in the trimer is very facile and results in a large
number of low-frequency vibrational bands (!100 cm"1), the
only intermolecular vibration of the tetramer observed below
100 cm"1 both in (D2O)4 and (H2O)4 corresponds to the in-plane
ring deformation. The lowest frequency vibrational band involv-
ing torsional states was observed at 137.8 cm"1 in (D2O)4
compared with the lowest torsional state of (D2O)3 at 8.5 cm"1.
The high symmetry also enforces much more cooperative tun-
neling motions, and the bifurcation rearrangement has not been

observed. Rather, each vibration-rotation line is split into a
doublet in a complicated tunneling process connecting only two
degenerate minima on the tetramer IPS (49, 50), probably
involving a second-order saddle point (Fig. 9).

The pentamer continues this structural evolution, being very
similar to the trimer in both structure and dynamics (Fig. 10) (20,
22, 51, 52). Both torsional (f lipping) and bifurcation tunneling
are observed, connecting 320 degenerate minima on the IPS, but
the time scale of both tunneling motions is slower than in the
trimer. In contrast to the trimer, splittings due to bifurcation
tunneling have been observed only for (H2O)5 and not (D2O)5,
due to both the stronger H-bond and stronger coupling of
flipping and ring puckering motion in the latter (52, 53). This
coupling also requires heavy atom motion for the torsional
motions and results in a much denser torsional manifold and a
large number of dipole-allowed transitions at low frequencies
(54). Many such transitions have been measured for the pen-
tamer (Fig. 11), and the characterization of this torsional man-
ifold is nearing completion (20, 22, 51, 55, 56).

The H-bond in the pentamer is nearly linear and the OOO
distance of 2.76 Å is close to the value found for liquid water and
especially ice, as the desired tetrahedral hydrogen bonding geom-
etry of the monomers is very nearly realized. Moreover, molecular
dynamics simulations have shown that five-membered rings are a
dominant topology in liquid water, and pentamer-like patterns have

Fig. 8. The water tetramer has a highly symmetric homodromic S4 equilib-
rium structure resulting in oblate symmetric top spectra with no vibrational
averaging required. The symmetric structure requires highly concerted tun-
neling motions and results in a significantly more rigid structure than for the
water trimer. The effect of many-body forces reduces the vibrationally aver-
aged OOO distance from that of the trimer to 2.79 Å (2.74-Å ab initio
equilibrium value) (105). The hydrogen bond is only 12° from linearity and the
structure is very nearly planar.

Fig. 9. The high symmetry of the tetramer requires highly concerted tun-
neling motions and limits the number of degenerate minima that can be
connected on the IPS via feasible tunneling motions to two. The tunneling
pathway connects the udud (up-down-up-down) structure with the dudu
(down-up-down-up) one. Despite the small number of minima involved (tri-
mer and pentamer 48 and 320 minima, respectively), the details of the
tunneling pathway have been unclear. The observation of the large increase
in tunneling splitting on exciting the 137.8 cm"1 eg torsional vibration to-
gether with the analysis of the nuclear displacements derived by theory from
this vibration suggests a complicated pathway involving sequential torsional
motions of the free hydrogen!deuterium atoms and tunneling via second-
order saddlepoints (49).

Fig. 10. The chiral homodromic equilibrium structure of the water pentamer
is analogous to that of the water trimer. The vibrationally averaged OOO
distance is 2.76 Å [2.72-Å equilibrium value from ab initio (54)], and the ring
is puckered by 15.5°. The OOOOO angles are about 108°, very near the
tetrahedral angle preferred in aqueous hydrogen bonding, and yielding
nearly linear hydrogen bonds. As in the trimer, this structure also allows for
very facile torsional motion and tunneling, connecting ten degenerate min-
ima on the IPS. However, the torsional manifold resulting from this tunneling
motion is more closely spaced, as coupling to the ring puckering motions is
required. The hydrogen bond strength is larger than in the trimer and, thus,
the bifurcation tunneling splitting, which connects 32 degenerate minima on
the IPS, is reduced, and is only observable in (H2O)5 (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. The 89.1 cm"1 band of (H2O)5 is typical for a parallel band of an
oblate symmetric top with first-order Coriolis perturbations into two sub-
bands (A, B). Bifurcation tunneling splits each transition by 4.6 MHz into an
equally spaced multiplet with a characteristic intensity pattern, determined by
nuclear spin statistics. In contrast, the rovibrational transitions of the 81.1
cm"1 band of (D2O)5, show no sign of splittings due to bifurcation tunneling
because of the larger mass involved.
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Extensive terahertz laser vibration-rotation-tunneling spectra and
mid-IR laser spectra have been compiled for several isotopomers of
small (dimer through hexamer) water clusters. These data, in
conjunction with new theoretical advances, quantify the struc-
tures, force fields, dipole moments, and hydrogen bond rearrange-
ment dynamics in these clusters. This new information permits us
to systematically untangle the intricacies associated with cooper-
ative hydrogen bonding and promises to lead to a more complete
molecular description of the liquid and solid phases of water,
including an accurate universal force field.

The quest to achieve an accurate description of liquid water
has produced major advances in the last two decades (1), yet

despite the construction of hundreds of model force fields for use
in simulations, the great advances in computational technology,
and the development of powerful ab initio molecular dynamics
methods, we remain unable to accurately calculate the properties
of liquid water (e.g., heat capacity, density, dielectric constant,
compressibility) over significant ranges in conditions (2). We do
not yet have a satisfactory molecular description of how a proton
moves in the liquid, we do not fully understand the molecular
nature of the surfaces of either ice or liquid water (3), nor do we
understand the origin of the intriguing anomalies and singulari-
ties found in the deeply supercooled region (4). Although it is
clear that the hydrogen bond network and its f luctuations and
rearrangement dynamics determine the properties of the liquid,
no experimental studies exist that reveal detailed information on
a molecular level without considerable interpretation (5). More-
over, the reliability of water models for simulating solvation
phenomena and biological processes remains relatively untested.

A principal obstacle to resolving these issues is that of
correctly describing the many-body, or cooperative nature of the
hydrogen bonding interactions among a collection of water
molecules. Theoretical work has shown that the H-bond is
dominated by electrostatic interactions, balanced by the repul-
sive electron exchange, but that dispersion makes an appreciable
contribution, whereas induction (polarization) is the dominant
many-body effect (6, 7). It has proven notoriously difficult to
accurately parameterize these interactions from ab initio calcu-
lations. Moreover, the ab initio molecular dynamics methods are
based on density functional methods that explicitly omit the
dispersion, and its expense mandates rather small sample sizes
(e.g., 64 molecules) in simulations (8). But perhaps the central
obstacle to developing quantitatively accurate and general meth-
ods has simply been the lack of a suitably precise data set with
which to test and calibrate theoretical approaches.

The central goal of the research reviewed below is to advance
the cause for accurately describing water in all its phases over
arbitrarily large ranges of conditions, and the central contribu-
tion of our group has been to develop and apply novel methods
of laser spectroscopy for the highly detailed study of water
clusters to provide such a data set. Recently, we also have
initiated studies of the hydrogen bond breaking dynamics in
water clusters and comparison of them with mechanisms pro-
posed to prevail in liquid water.

Terahertz Laser Vibration-Rotation-Tunneling (VRT)
Spectroscopy of Clusters
The first far-IR (FIR) spectra of gaseous water clusters were
measured near 22 cm!1 (455 !m) by Busarow et al. in 1989 (9).
The spectra consisted of 56 Ka " 2 4 1 rotation-tunneling
transitions of (H2O)2, which complemented the microwave data
(10, 11) obtained by the pioneering work of Dyke et al. (10), in
obtaining an accurate description of the dimer ground state.
Zwart et al. (12) subsequently extended these data to other
quantum states. After some important technical developments
that extended the operating range of the spectrometer to higher
frequencies, Pugliano and Saykally (13) first measured an inter-
molecular VRT spectrum of a water cluster in 1992, with the
detection of a torsional vibration of the D2O trimer near 89.5
cm!1 (112 !m) (Fig. 1) (14–16). This striking spectrum exhibited
an exact symmetric rotor pattern, and every rotational line was
split into a distinctive quartet pattern that we now know results
from quantum tunneling via two different hydrogen bond path-
ways connecting 48 degenerate minima on the 12-dimensional
intermolecular potential surface. Pugliano et al. (17) quickly
followed with the first observation of a dimer intermolecular
vibration (acceptor twist), near 83 cm!1 (120 !m).

Subsequent work at Berkeley by Liu et al. (18) produced much
more extensive trimer spectra and the first detailed assignment
of the transitions. Cruzan et al. (19) discovered VRT spectra of
the tetramer shortly afterward, and Liu et al. followed with the
detection of the pentamer (20) and hexamer (21). Recent efforts
have produced highly detailed characterizations of both the
dimer and trimer, as well as greatly expanded data for the other
clusters (22–27). We describe the current understanding of the
dimer through hexamer clusters that has been achieved from
these data, and through the efforts of many concurrent theo-
retical studies, in a later section.

IR Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy
While mid-IR spectra of water clusters had been observed by the
Pimentel group in matrix studies in 1957 (28), the OH stretching
vibrations of gaseous water clusters were first studied indirectly
in 1982 by Vernon et al. (29) in IR predissociation experiments
in supersonic beams, and shortly after that by Page et al. (30).
Vernon et al. assigned the spectra to (H2O)n, n " 1–5, and
recorded a narrow transitions (15 cm!1) at 3,715 cm!1, which
they attributed to the free OH stretch in cyclic water clusters, and
a much broader feature (200 cm!1) at lower frequency that they
attributed to the bound OH stretch. Page et al. concentrated on
the water dimer, finding four peaks, including the bound OH
stretch, a broad transition at 3,545 cm!1, red-shifted from the
free monomer OH stretches. Coker et al. (31) found four dimer
OH stretch frequencies identical to those determined by Page

Abbreviations: VRT, vibration-rotation-tunneling; FIR, far-IR; ASP, anisotropic site poten-
tial; IPS, intermolecular potential surface.
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Extensive terahertz laser vibration-rotation-tunneling spectra and
mid-IR laser spectra have been compiled for several isotopomers of
small (dimer through hexamer) water clusters. These data, in
conjunction with new theoretical advances, quantify the struc-
tures, force fields, dipole moments, and hydrogen bond rearrange-
ment dynamics in these clusters. This new information permits us
to systematically untangle the intricacies associated with cooper-
ative hydrogen bonding and promises to lead to a more complete
molecular description of the liquid and solid phases of water,
including an accurate universal force field.

The quest to achieve an accurate description of liquid water
has produced major advances in the last two decades (1), yet

despite the construction of hundreds of model force fields for use
in simulations, the great advances in computational technology,
and the development of powerful ab initio molecular dynamics
methods, we remain unable to accurately calculate the properties
of liquid water (e.g., heat capacity, density, dielectric constant,
compressibility) over significant ranges in conditions (2). We do
not yet have a satisfactory molecular description of how a proton
moves in the liquid, we do not fully understand the molecular
nature of the surfaces of either ice or liquid water (3), nor do we
understand the origin of the intriguing anomalies and singulari-
ties found in the deeply supercooled region (4). Although it is
clear that the hydrogen bond network and its f luctuations and
rearrangement dynamics determine the properties of the liquid,
no experimental studies exist that reveal detailed information on
a molecular level without considerable interpretation (5). More-
over, the reliability of water models for simulating solvation
phenomena and biological processes remains relatively untested.

A principal obstacle to resolving these issues is that of
correctly describing the many-body, or cooperative nature of the
hydrogen bonding interactions among a collection of water
molecules. Theoretical work has shown that the H-bond is
dominated by electrostatic interactions, balanced by the repul-
sive electron exchange, but that dispersion makes an appreciable
contribution, whereas induction (polarization) is the dominant
many-body effect (6, 7). It has proven notoriously difficult to
accurately parameterize these interactions from ab initio calcu-
lations. Moreover, the ab initio molecular dynamics methods are
based on density functional methods that explicitly omit the
dispersion, and its expense mandates rather small sample sizes
(e.g., 64 molecules) in simulations (8). But perhaps the central
obstacle to developing quantitatively accurate and general meth-
ods has simply been the lack of a suitably precise data set with
which to test and calibrate theoretical approaches.

The central goal of the research reviewed below is to advance
the cause for accurately describing water in all its phases over
arbitrarily large ranges of conditions, and the central contribu-
tion of our group has been to develop and apply novel methods
of laser spectroscopy for the highly detailed study of water
clusters to provide such a data set. Recently, we also have
initiated studies of the hydrogen bond breaking dynamics in
water clusters and comparison of them with mechanisms pro-
posed to prevail in liquid water.

Terahertz Laser Vibration-Rotation-Tunneling (VRT)
Spectroscopy of Clusters
The first far-IR (FIR) spectra of gaseous water clusters were
measured near 22 cm!1 (455 !m) by Busarow et al. in 1989 (9).
The spectra consisted of 56 Ka " 2 4 1 rotation-tunneling
transitions of (H2O)2, which complemented the microwave data
(10, 11) obtained by the pioneering work of Dyke et al. (10), in
obtaining an accurate description of the dimer ground state.
Zwart et al. (12) subsequently extended these data to other
quantum states. After some important technical developments
that extended the operating range of the spectrometer to higher
frequencies, Pugliano and Saykally (13) first measured an inter-
molecular VRT spectrum of a water cluster in 1992, with the
detection of a torsional vibration of the D2O trimer near 89.5
cm!1 (112 !m) (Fig. 1) (14–16). This striking spectrum exhibited
an exact symmetric rotor pattern, and every rotational line was
split into a distinctive quartet pattern that we now know results
from quantum tunneling via two different hydrogen bond path-
ways connecting 48 degenerate minima on the 12-dimensional
intermolecular potential surface. Pugliano et al. (17) quickly
followed with the first observation of a dimer intermolecular
vibration (acceptor twist), near 83 cm!1 (120 !m).

Subsequent work at Berkeley by Liu et al. (18) produced much
more extensive trimer spectra and the first detailed assignment
of the transitions. Cruzan et al. (19) discovered VRT spectra of
the tetramer shortly afterward, and Liu et al. followed with the
detection of the pentamer (20) and hexamer (21). Recent efforts
have produced highly detailed characterizations of both the
dimer and trimer, as well as greatly expanded data for the other
clusters (22–27). We describe the current understanding of the
dimer through hexamer clusters that has been achieved from
these data, and through the efforts of many concurrent theo-
retical studies, in a later section.

IR Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy
While mid-IR spectra of water clusters had been observed by the
Pimentel group in matrix studies in 1957 (28), the OH stretching
vibrations of gaseous water clusters were first studied indirectly
in 1982 by Vernon et al. (29) in IR predissociation experiments
in supersonic beams, and shortly after that by Page et al. (30).
Vernon et al. assigned the spectra to (H2O)n, n " 1–5, and
recorded a narrow transitions (15 cm!1) at 3,715 cm!1, which
they attributed to the free OH stretch in cyclic water clusters, and
a much broader feature (200 cm!1) at lower frequency that they
attributed to the bound OH stretch. Page et al. concentrated on
the water dimer, finding four peaks, including the bound OH
stretch, a broad transition at 3,545 cm!1, red-shifted from the
free monomer OH stretches. Coker et al. (31) found four dimer
OH stretch frequencies identical to those determined by Page
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We report full-dimensional, ab initio potential energy and dipole moment surfaces, denoted PES and
DMS, respectively, for arbitrary numbers of water monomers. The PES is a sum of 1-, 2-, and 3-body
potentials which can also be augmented by semiempirical long-range higher-body interactions. The
1-body potential is a spectroscopically accurate monomer potential, and the 2- and 3-body potentials
are permutationally invariant fits to tens of thousands of CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ electronic energies, respectively. The DMS is a sum of 1- and 2-body DMS, which are co-
variant fits to tens of thousands MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ dipole moment data. We present the details of
these new 2- and 3-body potentials and then extensive applications and tests of this PES are made
to the structures, classical binding energies, and harmonic frequencies of water clusters up to the
22-mer. In addition, we report the dipole moment for these clusters at various minima and compare
the results against available and new ab initio calculations. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3554905]

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of an accurate, flexible, ab initio-based
potential for water has been a goal of our group for several
years. The motivation for such a potential is self-evident, i.e.,
to describe the spectroscopy, dynamics, and statistical me-
chanics of water. However, the difficulty in achieving this goal
is perhaps equally self-evident. The basic hurdle to overcome
is the very high dimensionality of such a potential. Beyond,
this is the need to address the small barriers that separate the
many local minima of even modest sized water clusters, as
well as the long-range electrostatic and electrodynamic, i.e.,
induced and long-range interactions. Clearly, this calls for a
highly accurate and, therefore, “expensive” ab initio method,
which simply adds to the difficulty in the achieving the goal.

We have recently made good progress toward achieving
this goal. Specifically, we reported a full-dimensional, per-
mutationally invariant potential energy surface for the water
dimer, which, by definition, contains the 1- and 2-body inter-
actions. This potential, which we denoted HBB2, is a pre-
cise fit to roughly 30 000 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ (aVTZ)
electronic energies.1 The HBB2 PES has the essentially ex-
act dissociation energy, De, of 4.98 kcal/mol and highly ac-
curate barriers to isomerization of all the known low-lying
stationary points of the water dimer. (It also accurately de-
scribes the high energy chemical exchange reaction of two H
atoms.2) This potential has also be shown to give highly accu-
rate vibration–rotation tunneling splittings and rotation con-

a)Present address: MS 245-6, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
CA 94035.

b)Electronic mail: jmbowma@emory.edu.

stants for (H2O)2 and (D2O)2.3 In order to improve the long-
range dipole–dipole interaction, we also considered a hybrid
dimer potential that switches to the Thole-type model mod-
ication 3 flexible monomer (TTM3-F) potential of Xantheas
and Fanourgakis.4 In addition, we reported a precise fit to the
flexible dimer and monomer dipole moment surfaces, based
on MP2/aVTZ calculations.3

More recently, we reported a full-dimensional (21
degree-of-freedom) 3-body potential, based on permutation-
ally invariant fitting of roughly 30 000 MP2/aVTZ 3-body
energies.5, 6 We denoted full-dimensional potentials built from
the 1- and 2-body potentials and 1-, 2-, and 3-body potentials
as PES(1,2) and PES(1,2,3), respectively. These PESs, and
especially PES(1,2,3), were shown to predict the structures,
energies, and harmonic normal mode frequencies of a num-
ber of water clusters up to the hexamer, with high accuracy.

Here, we present new versions of these PESs. First, we
represent the 2-body potential by a new permutationally in-
variant fit to intrinsic CCSD(T)/aVTZ 2-body energies. For
the 1-body, i.e., monomer potential we use the spectroscopi-
cally accurate, potential of Partridge and Schwenke.7 The new
2-body potential is also switched in the long-range to TTM3-
F, as was done previously.1 For the 3-body part of PES(1,2,3)
we refit the intrinsic 3-body energies in a fashion that facil-
itates the use of a numerically efficient cutoff function. Fi-
nally, we augment PES(1,2,3) by inclusion of long-range 4-
and higher-body polarization interactions, again relying on
TTM3-F for these.

After giving the details of these new PESs, we present
applications and tests to the structures, energies, and harmonic
frequencies of all water clusters including the dimer, trimer,
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FIG. 7. Local-monomer IR spectra in the OH-stretch region of the lowest
energy isomers of the decamer.

IV. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS OF THE
LOCAL-MONOMER MODEL

The local-momomer model is a general, robust method
to obtain vibrational energies and spectra of clusters of essen-
tially arbitrary size and environments. As noted, the method
has recently been applied to microhydrated Cl! and Na+.46, 47

In these applications, and the present one, the method was
applied at the minima of the full cluster. This is a reason-
able approach for a 0 K simulation, where in fact the ther-
modynamically lowest minimum should be the most impor-
tant one. There are several possible approaches that could
be taken to generalize the method for nonzero temperature.
One is to simply thermally average the spectra over the local
minima, as one typically does for IR spectra where a num-
ber of isomers contribute. This would require some treatment

TABLE IV. Fundamental energies (cm!1) and intensity (arbitrary units) of
two lowest energy isomers of (H2O)10 including ten bend overtones. The
structures of SP1, the lowest energy isomer, and SP2 are shown in the upper
panel and lower panels of Fig. 7, respectively.

SP1 SP2

Energies Intensities Energies Intensities

1600 2.8 1605 2.8
1602 2.9 1607 2.9
1608 2.8 1612 2.9
1609 2.4 1613 2.7
1617 2.9 1624 2.8
1647 4.8 1631 4.7
1664 5.1 1643 4.8
1665 5.2 1646 5.1
1669 5.3 1648 5.0
1691 5.6 1682 5.3
3013 56.0 3032 57.2
3036 57.0 3052 57.3
3046 50.8 3078 47.8
3050 50.2 3087 48.1
3168 11.6 3187 10.1
3185 6.4 3201 9.4
3189 6.3 3206 10.5
3196 3.9 3208 5.3
3196 3.7 3208 4.6
3239 2.7 3215 1.4
3265 21.3 3237 1.9
3268 4.0 3241 2.4
3270 4.8 3244 2.7
3276 5.2 3270 17.1
3286 30.2 3317 34.8
3382 11.3 3389 17.6
3417 19.9 3426 16.4
3419 19.1 3435 17.6
3420 18.4 3439 15.3
3429 16.8 3451 17.3
3518 35.4 3533 38.7
3525 35.3 3545 35.9
3534 31.8 3550 24.9
3566 27.0 3550 37.5
3568 21.6 3579 30.6
3706 5.7 3718 5.3
3734 5.9 3736 5.7
3736 5.2 3739 5.4
3741 6.0 3747 5.5
3744 6.0 3748 5.3

of the intermolecular modes, and perhaps a simple harmonic
treatment of these modes would suffice. A more elaborate
approach to obtain thermally averaged spectra is to perform
a statistical mechanical average of the local-monomer ener-
gies, spectra, (and other properties) over a large phase-space,
which would include the full cluster minima of course. This
can be done using classical phase-space averaging but over
the quantum mechanically derived properties, using the local-
monomer model, and perhaps including the harmonic descrip-
tion of the six frustrated translational and rotational modes.
Also for high temperatures, transitions from hot-bands could
be easily taken into account. In this approach it should be clear
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been shown to be important in solvation of hydrophobic solutes and
in the structures of clathrate hydrates (95).

The hexamer represents the transition of the H-bond network
from two-dimensional to three-dimensional in its most stable
arrangement (Fig. 12). Here four monomers become triply
H-bonded, whereas the two apical monomers remain doubly
bonded in a nearly octahedral cage structure. These latter
monomers engage in a cooperative type of bifurcation rear-
rangement, again enforced by the symmetry of the hydrogen
bond network, and experimentally, tunneling between only two
degenerate minima on the IPS is observed. It is notable that the
most stable structure of the water hexamer determined in the gas
phase resembles the basic unit in ice VI. Nauta and Miller (57)
recently determined a cyclic structure of the hexamer in liquid
helium droplets, analogous to those of the smaller clusters.
Interestingly, this structure closely resembles the six membered
ring forms existing in crystalline ice forms of water.

Although high-resolution experiments have not yet been
successful for clusters larger than the hexamer (H2O)n, clusters
with n ! 7, 8, 9, 10 have been observed in low-resolution IR
depletion experiments of size-selected clusters (58–60). The
structures of these clusters were determined by comparing the
experimental vibrational frequencies with the results of ab initio
calculations for various structures. This analysis suggested the
existence of both the D2d and S4 structures of the octamer, both
of which correspond to stacked tetramer rings. Two heptamer
structures derived from the S4 octamer structure by removing
one of the monomers also were determined, as well as a nonamer
structure, expanding the D2d cube structure of the octamer,
which is composed of pentamer and tetramer units, and a
decamer structure resembling the D2d octamer structure with the
two additional water molecules inserted at opposite edges.

Zwier and coworkers’ (61, 62) resonant two-photon ioniza-
tion, UV hole-burning, and resonant ion-dip IR spectroscopy
studies also have suggested the existence of the two isomers of
the octamer attached to benzene, which acts as a chromophore.
Similarly, the structure of the water nonamer attached to a
benzene chromophore was proposed to consist of an expanded
octamer D2d structure, whereas the existence of additional
nonamer structures based on the S4 octamer structure could not
be determined definitively (63).

Toward a Universal Water Force Field from VRT Spectra
Theoretical calculations have clearly established the rapid con-
vergence of the liquid water force field in terms of N-body
interactions. Moreover, the leading nonpairwise additive term
has been shown to be the relatively simple polarization (induc-

tion) interaction (64). It is therefore apparent that the essential
information needed to deduce a quantitatively accurate liquid
water force field can be extracted from appropriately detailed
measurements of small water clusters, particularly dimer and
trimer. In contrast to the results of water cluster studies in bulk
environments, FIR VRT spectroscopy has been shown to pro-
vide such a probe (65), being exquisitely sensitive to the detailed
topology of the cluster potential energy surface. Extensive VRT
data sets now exist for several isotopomers of the dimer (66, 67)
and trimer (25–27, 42, 46), encompassing all three types (torsion,
translation, libration) of intermolecular vibrations of the trimer,
and excluding only librations in the dimer (66, 67), whereas
somewhat less data exist for the water tetramer, pentamer, and
hexamer. Hence, given the requisite theoretical methods for
computing cluster VRT spectra from global potential surfaces,
we now have the capability to actually construct a rigorously
accurate force field for liquid water from the spectra of these
small clusters.

The first step in our scheme to accomplish this goal is to
rigorously determine the water dimer potential energy surface by
explicitly fitting the VRT data to a detailed and physically sound
potential model. This dimer potential surface will accurately
describe not only the dominant pairwise interactions that occur
in the liquid, but if it properly includes both electric multipoles
and polarizibility of the water molecule, then it will also correctly
describe the leading nonadditive terms, namely N-body induc-
tion. Hence, an approximate potential surface of the trimer can
be constructed by appropriate summation of the polarizable
dimer potential (treating the induction by iteration or matrix
inversion). The interactions not properly described by this
potential [three-body exchange and the much smaller (64)
three-body dispersion] then can be quantified by comparing
VRT spectra of the trimer with those computed from the
potential surface. This process can be extended and refined by
successively addressing the larger clusters (tetramer, pentamer,
and hexamer) in the same way. We suggest that a potential that
rigorously describes the VRT spectra of the trimer will already
accurately reproduce the measured properties of liquid water
over large ranges of conditions, thereby essentially providing the
long-sought universal water force field.

This first step outlined above (determination of the dimer
potential) has now been accomplished. A key development in
this process was the Split Wigner Pseudospectral method (68)
and its implementation for the water dimer (69, 70). This
theoretical advance permitted the accurate computation of
dimer eigenstates from van der Avoird’s rigorously derived
body-fixed six-dimensional scattering Hamiltonian (71) and a
suitable global potential surface with the very high efficiency and
economy required for incorporation of this procedure into a
regression routine. Two water dimer potential surfaces of spec-
troscopic accuracy have now been published. Fellers et al. (38)
fit the dimer VRT data to Millot and Stone’s ASP-W potential
(72), the most detailed dimer surface available, and van der
Avoird and colleagues (39, 73, 74) ‘‘tuned’’ the ab initio sym-
metry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) surface of Mas and
Szalewicz (7) to reproduce these same data. The quality of these
two potential surfaces is comparable, as judged by their respec-
tive abilities to reproduce the VRT data and the temperature
dependence of the second virial coefficients. Both are far more
accurate than any of the many water dimer potentials previously
available (69, 70). Perhaps their most notable feature is the
significantly reduced dimer binding energy (4.85–5.00 kcal!mol),
in accord with the latest ab initio results (6, 7).

Perhaps surprisingly, we now recognize that the key ingredient
for constructing a rigorously accurate liquid water force field is
actually this dimer potential surface. Accordingly, we must seek
to obtain the ‘‘perfect’’ dimer potential. Although the two new
forms obtained from VRT data are certainly dramatic improve-

Fig. 12. The water hexamer has been determined to have a cage structure
with the oxygens forming a distorted octahedron. The two apical water
monomers are single donors and acceptors, whereas two of the other water
monomers act as single donors, double acceptors and the remaining two as
double donors, single acceptors. Bifurcation tunneling exchanges the free and
bound hydrogens of the two apical water monomers, connecting four degen-
erate minima on the IPS. Calculations indicate that this cage form is the lowest
of five low energy structures (21). A cyclic hexamer form, similar to that of
the pentamer, recently has been identified in a liquid He droplet envi-
ronment (57).
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FIG. 1. Diagram showing the geometry for the local minimum correspond-
ing to permutation-inversion isomer 1 in water dimer. The labels are used
to identify the elements of the molecular symmetry group that permute the
nuclei into the other seven minima. For example, (34) denotes a swap of the
hydrogen atoms labelled 3 and 4, which changes the structure into that of
well number 4. The water molecule containing atom “A” is referred to as the
“donor;” the other water molecule is referred to as the “acceptor.”

does not require an a priori model of the tunneling. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that the instanton approach (in
either its functional determinant61–63 or ring-polymer66 form)
has been generalised to treat tunneling splittings in systems
with more than two wells.

III. APPLICATION TO WATER DIMER

The newly extended RPI approach was applied to (H2O)2

and (D2O)2, using the recently developed HBB2 potential en-
ergy surface70 (where HBB stands for Huang, Braams, and
Bowman). Water dimer is an ideal test case, as the splitting
pattern is non-trivial but well understood,19–26 and the vari-
ous tunneling splittings span four orders of magnitude. Also,
quantum calculations on the HBB1 surface22 (of which HBB2
is a refinement) give splitting patterns in close agreement with
experiment.

A. Details of the calculation

The molecular symmetry group of water dimer74 predicts
that W has just five independent elements (see Sec. III B). We
therefore searched for kinks between just five pairs of wells.
It was straightforward to find the kinks using the technique
of Paper I, whereby the linear polymer is allowed to move
freely (i.e., the ends are not fixed to the wells). This approach
is used because the system will typically rotate a little along
the kink trajectory, and it is therefore difficult to predict a pri-
ori the precise start and end geometries that are joined by the
kink. The initial position of the polymer was taken to be the
minimum-energy path between the wells, except for one case
(the 1–3 path, see below), in which the polymer was placed

with half of its beads in each of the wells. In all five cases,
the free polymer correctly relaxed to the kink joining the two
wells in question: it was never necessary to fix the ends of the
polymer to prevent it from relaxing to a kink joining a differ-
ent pair of wells.

We started the searches for the kinks at relatively high
temperatures (typically ! = 10000 a.u.), with a relatively
small number of beads (typically M = 32), and then in-
creased ! and M until a table of the weights "#µ versus M

and ! was numerically converged along the diagonal (see
Paper I for examples of such tables illustrating convergence
along the diagonal); ! was increased in steps of 5000 a.u., and
M by factors of 2, starting from M = 32 and finishing with
M = 4096. When increasing M , the search was started from
the geometry obtained by interpolating M beads into the min-
imum geometry found in the previous M/2 run. These values
of M are typical for a system in which the tunneling does not
involve a significant amount of skeletal rearrangement (and
hence does not require very large numbers of beads to de-
scribe slow motion along the instanton path in the vicinity of
the potential wells). All minimizations were carried out using
the slightly modified L-BFGS algorithm75, 76 in OPTIM.77 This
approach has the advantage that only one matrix diagonalisa-
tion needs to be carried out per kink (in order to determine the
ratio of eigenvalues $). Symmetry labels were assigned to the
energy levels by inspecting the components of the eigenfunc-
tions of W.

B. Instanton tunneling paths and adjacency matrix

It is well known26 that water dimer has G = 8 wells (be-
tween which it can tunnel without breaking covalent bonds).
These permutation-inversion isomers are usually labelled
1–8, with the geometry of well 1 taken to be that of Fig-
ure 1. The water molecule whose hydrogen forms a hydrogen
bond is called the “donor” monomer; the other monomer is
the “acceptor.” The geometries of the other seven wells can
be generated from the geometry of well 1 by applying el-
ements of the molecular symmetry group.2, 3 The symmetry
group also predicts that there are only five independent ele-
ments of the tunneling matrix W, which, by convention,26 are
taken to correspond to tunneling between wells 1! i, with
i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. We located a kink connecting each of these
pairs of wells, following the procedure described above. Some
properties of the kinks, including the computed values of h1i

(obtained from the linear polymers as described in Sec. II B)
are given in Tables I and II. Animations, showing the motion

TABLE I. Instanton tunneling pathways (kinks) located on the HBB2 potential surface for (H2O)2. The numbers 1–8 label the eight symmetry-related wells.
The permutations are defined with respect to the labels in Fig. 1. The saddle points are those that lie closest to the corresponding instanton kinks. The actions
Skink, eigenvalue ratios $, and tunneling matrix elements h1i were calculated from the kinks as described in the text.

"hij /(cm"1)

Pathway i ! j Permutation Saddle Skink/(¯) $/(a.u.) Instanton Expt.a

Acceptor tunneling 1!4 (34) Cs 5.74 120 5.5 2.3
Geared interchange 1!5 (AB)(1324) Ci 7.48 720 0.19 0.18
Bifurcation tunneling 1!2 (12)(34) C2v 12.04 51 0.035 0.023
Anti-geared interchange 1!7 (AB)(14)(23) C2 11.17 140 0.029 0.013
Donor exchange 1!3 (12) none 15.94 18 2.3("3) · · ·
aReference 6.
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FIG. 4. Diagram showing one of the 96 minimum-energy geometries of the
water trimer. The labels are used to describe operations of the G96 molecular
symmetry group (see Ref. 14).

illustrates the geometry at the bottom of one of these wells.
Each monomer acts as a single hydrogen-bond donor and sin-
gle acceptor in a cyclic arrangement. The dangling hydrogens
on two of the monomers point up (u) relative to the plane:
these are called the “majority” monomers, and are referred to
individually as the “acceptor” and the “donor,” depending on
their relation to the remaining “minority” monomer, in which
the loose hydrogen points down (d). There are also wells with
uuu and ddd geometries, but these have only a minor effect
on the tunneling-splitting pattern,14, 27, 28 which is dominated
by tunneling between the uud wells (and the equivalent ddu,
udu, etc. wells).

The permutation-inversion isomers transform into one
another under operations of the G96 molecular symmetry
group.14, 27 We ran preliminary calculations with 32 beads,
at a temperature of ! = 15000 a.u., to obtain a preliminary
estimate of the relative importance of different kinks to the
tunneling-splitting pattern. We found that many of the kinks
were unimportant, because they gave tunneling matrix ele-
ments which were too small to affect the splitting pattern
significantly. We identified a total of six kinks per well that
made a significant contribution. These turned out to repli-
cate qualitatively six of the major tunneling pathways that
had previously been predicted for water trimer in WKB
calculations.25, 27, 28 These kinks were then located precisely
using M = 512 and ! = 20000 a.u. (following very similar
procedures to those described in Sec. III A), and the tunneling
splitting patterns were calculated using Eq. (19). The symme-
try labels were very useful in assigning the levels, and were
obtained by inspecting the symmetry of the eigenfunctions of
W.

B. Properties of the instanton tunneling paths

Various properties of the kinks are summarised in Ta-
ble V, using the notation of Ref. 27. Conflated series of snap-
shots, showing the motion along each of the kinks, are shown
in Fig. 5. The tunneling paths described by the kinks are qual-
itatively the same as those previously identified in the WKB
calculations of Refs. 27 and 28 (which is why we are able to
use the same notation). However, we emphasise that no prior
assumptions were made about the nature of the kinks, which
were found by minimizing the linear-polymer potential en-
ergy surface as described above. The resulting tunneling ma-
trix elements for (H2O)3 and (D2O)3 are given in Table VI,
and the splitting patterns in Figs. 6 and 7.

TABLE V. Instanton tunneling pathways (kinks) located on the PES(1,2,3)
potential surface (Refs. 70 and 71) for (H2O)3. Properties of the kinks are
summarised in the first column, using the notation of Ref. 27 for the bifur-
cations (min = minority monomer, don = donor monomer, acc = acceptor
monomer, with the backslash separating the forward and reverse paths where
these differ). The actions Skink and eigenvalue ratios " were calculated from
the kinks as described in the text.

Pathway Shorthand Skink/¯ "/a.u.

Flip Flip 2.35 300
Min + acc flip/don + min flip A1 13.44 100
Min + don flip/acc + min flip A2 14.85 11
Don + no flips/acc + no flips A3 12.92 130
Min + double flip B1 14.99 9
[Don + double flip B2 16.13 . . .]
Acc + double flip B3 16.57 2
Clockwise-counterclockwise cwccw 42.93 3

1. The flip pseudorotation

Figures 6 and 7 show that the instanton splitting pattern
has an overall quartet structure. This result agrees with pre-
vious experimental and theoretical studies of the trimer, in
which this pattern has been shown to result from the flipping
of one of the dangling hydrogens. The kink that gives rise to
the overall quartet describes the flipping motion, and is shown
in Fig. 5(a).

Interestingly, the flip does not involve tunneling, since
the zero-point energy in the wells is slightly greater (by
27 cm!1) than the barrier height. For this reason, the flip
is often regarded as a torsional vibration,14 and is assigned
pseudorotational quantum numbers k = 0,±1,±2, 3. Nev-
ertheless, the instanton splitting agrees with experiment to
within a factor of 2.3 for (H2O)3 and 1.8 for (D2O)3. This
relatively good agreement should come as no surprise, since
Eq. (14) is clearly applicable to the flipping motion, provided
one can define a Q0(!) from which paths that flip onto or
over the barrier are excluded. The ability of the instanton
approach to describe the flip is thus very similar to its ability
to describe the acceptor tunneling in water dimer (see Sec. III
D), for which the zero-point energy of the wells is slightly
below the barrier. In fact, there is no clear distinction between
these two types of process: they will both contain significant
errors arising from the neglect of anharmonicity, because
paths that have both ends fixed in one well can describe
fluctuations onto or over the barrier. The relatively good

TABLE VI. Instanton tunneling elements !hij (cm!1), calculated for
(H2O)3 and (D2O)3 using the PES(1,2,3) (Refs. 70 and 71), PES(1,2,KS/WB)
(Ref. 43) and TTM3-F (Ref. 41) surfaces.

(H2O)3 (D2O)3

Pathway PES(1,2,3) PES(1,2,KS/WB) TTM3-F PES(1,2,3)

Flip 50 60 47 18
A1 0.005 0.007 0.0019 2.0(!5)
A2 0.011 0.02 0.0024 3.1(!5)
A3 0.006 0.007 0.0010 3.5(!5)
B1 0.011 0.02 0.0053 3.0(!5)
B3 0.009 0.02 0.0055 1.7(!5)
cwccw 5(!14) 2(!13) 1.1(!13) 5.6(!21)
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We investigate the ability of the recently developed ring-polymer instanton (RPI) method
[J. O. Richardson and S. C. Althorpe, J. Chem. Phys. 134, 054109 (2011)] to treat tunneling in
water clusters. We show that the RPI method is easy to extend to treat tunneling between more than
two minima, using elementary graph theory. Tests of the method on water dimer and trimer yield a
set of instanton periodic orbits which correspond to all known tunneling pathways in these systems.
Splitting patterns obtained from the orbits are in good overall agreement with experiment. The agree-
ment is closer for the deuterated than for the protonated clusters, almost certainly because the main
approximation in the calculations is neglect of anharmonicity perpendicular to the tunneling path. All
the calculations were performed on a desktop computer, which suggests that similar calculations will
be possible on much larger clusters. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3640429]

I. INTRODUCTION

Tunneling splittings are useful observables in the study
of water clusters.1 The splittings are produced by tunneling
between symmetrically equivalent permutation-inversion iso-
mers of the global minimum.2, 3 They have been measured
for clusters ranging from the dimer to the hexamer,1, 4–18

and some of these measurements have been interpreted by
theory.19!39 It is well known that water molecules behave
rather differently in clusters than in the bulk. However, the
properties of bulk water can often be simulated adequately us-
ing potentials that contain just pairwise and three-body terms,
and the study of water clusters allows these terms to be com-
pared more precisely and directly with experimental data than
is possible in the bulk.40–43 Tunneling splittings are partic-
ularly useful in this regard, as they are sensitive to regions
of the potential energy surface away from the local minima,
and thus give information on, for example, the short-range
anisotropy of the potential.40, 42

The only water cluster for which the quantum dynam-
ics can be computed accurately is the dimer (and even then it
is necessary to freeze19–22 or separate adiabatically23 the ge-
ometries of the monomers). However, there are a variety of
methods for computing tunneling splittings that bypass direct
solution of the Schrödinger equation,24–39, 44–50 some of which
have been applied to water clusters.24–30, 37–39 Some of these
methods are formally exact, and make use of Monte Carlo
techniques;37–39, 44–47 others involve approximations, based on
model Hamiltonians,26, 30 or the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
(WKB) approximation.24–29, 48, 49 The latter approach has the
advantage of yielding the splittings directly from fluctuations
around a single tunneling path, but the disadvantage that the
paths must be specified a priori. This condition requires one
to develop an a priori model of the tunneling, which is possi-
ble for water dimer and trimer,24–29 but more difficult for the
larger clusters.1

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
sca10@cam.ac.uk.

An approach similar to WKB, but which does not
require a priori specification of the tunneling path, is
the “instanton” approach.51–66 An instanton is a dominant
tunneling path, obtained by analysis of the path-integral
form of the quantum Boltzmann operator (or by taking
the steepest-descent limit of the flux-side time-correlation
function51, 52). The use of instantons to compute tunneling
splittings has a long history, but practical methods that treat
multi-dimensional systems have been developed only re-
cently, by Mil’nikov and Nakamura,64, 65 and by Richardson
and Althorpe.66 The latter “ring-polymer instanton” (RPI)
method uses the “ring-polymer isomorphism” (encountered
in path-integral simulations44–47 and ring-polymer molecular
dynamics56, 67–69) to convert the abstract mathematics of for-
mal instanton theory into a simple minimization procedure.
Similar work has been done in the application of instanton
theory to compute rates.56–60 The RPI method is approximate,
since it neglects anharmonicity perpendicular to the tunneling
path (as do all instanton methods), and uses Cartesian coor-
dinates, which require one to neglect the dependence of the
splittings on overall rotation. It is therefore suitable for pre-
dicting dominant tunneling paths, and estimating the split-
tings to within an order of magnitude or better for clusters
in which a priori prediction of the tunneling paths is difficult.

Before treating the larger clusters, it is necessary to test
the RPI method on water dimer and trimer, which is the
purpose of this article. We report applications of the RPI
method to these systems, using ab initio two- and three-
body potential energy surfaces recently developed by Bow-
man and co-workers.22, 43, 70, 71 (We also take the opportunity
to test briefly the widely used Thole-type model potential
of Ref. 41.) Water dimer can be considered to be a solved
problem: its tunneling-splitting pattern is completely under-
stood, thanks to a series of experimental measurements4–8

and theoretical analyses.19–26 Water trimer is less well un-
derstood, but a series of pioneering experiments1, 11–18 have
yielded data on the tunneling splittings, and predictions and
interpretations of these have been made by several theoretical
groups.13, 27–30, 37–39

0021-9606/2011/135(12)/124109/12/$30.00 © 2011 American Institute of Physics135, 124109-1
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FIG. 3. Water dimer tunneling-splitting pattern, obtained by diagonalising
the instanton tunneling matrix W of Eq. (22). The values of the tunneling
elements h1i and of the splittings are given in Tables I–IV.

method neglects anharmonicity perpendicular to the tunneling
path, and assumes that the splittings depend only weakly on
the rotational quantum numbers. Nevertheless, the agreement
of the instanton results with experiment and with the quan-
tum results of Ref. 22 is within a factor of two for (H2O)2,
and even closer for (D2O)2 (although the accuracy of the lat-
ter is almost “too good” and is probably caused by fortuitous
cancellation of errors).

Two pieces of evidence suggest that most of the quan-
titative errors in the instanton splittings result from the ne-
glect of anharmonicity. First, the errors are a lot smaller for
(D2O)2 than for (H2O)2, which are consistent with the expec-
tation that deuteration reduces the fluctuations of the poly-
mers around the steepest-descent minima. Second, the inter-
change splittings (those involving mostly h15) agree much
better with experiment than do the acceptor splittings. Now,
the barrier height (210 cm!1) along the acceptor path is close
to the change in harmonic zero-point energy (204 cm!1). Cal-
culations on model systems with similarly low barriers66 have
shown that the fluctuations of a linear polymer with both ends
fixed in the same well are large enough for some of the beads
to access the barrier or even “visit” the other well. In such
cases, Q0(!) is “contaminated” by tunneling, and the valid-

TABLE III. Tunneling splittings (cm!1) for (H2O)2 obtained from the in-
stanton calculations on the HBB2 surface, compared with quantum results
and with experiment. See Fig. 3 for a diagram of the overall splitting pattern.

Splitting Instanton Quantum a Expt.b

Acceptor 4|h14v | 22 13 9.4
Interchange (lower) 4|h15 + h17| 0.86 0.75 0.75
Interchange (upper) 4|h15 ! h17| 0.63 0.65 0.65
Bifurcation (lower) |h12 + 4h13| 0.044 · · · 0.02
Bifurcation (upper) |h12 ! 4h13| 0.026 · · · 0.02

aReference 22.
bReference 6.

TABLE IV. Same as Table III for (D2O)2.

Splitting Instanton Quantum a Expt.b

Acceptor 4|h14| 2.4 2.4 1.8
Interchange (lower) 4|h15 + h17| 0.037 0.040 0.039
Interchange (upper) 4|h15 ! h17| 0.035 0.036 0.036
Bifurcation (lower) |h12 + 4h13| 2.8(!4) · · · 2.3(!4)
Bifurcation (upper) |h12 ! 4h13| 2.5(!4) · · · 2.2(!4)

aReference 22.
bReferences 5, 7, and 8.

ity of Eq. (1) starts to break down. This effect is almost cer-
tainly why the instanton acceptor splitting is a factor of two
too large in (H2O)2. Evidently this error is much smaller in
(D2O)2, which is again consistent with model calculations,66

which show a similar reduction in error on deuteration.
The instanton prediction for the acceptor splitting of

(D2O)2 agrees to within 2% of the quantum result for the
HBB2 potential. While this extremely close agreement is
probably fortuitous, it is not unreasonable that these two re-
sults should be close. In the quantum calculations, the OH
bond lengths were held fixed at their monomer equilibrium
geometries, and this constraint (rather than deficiencies in the
potential surface) is thought to explain the deviation from
experiment.22 The instanton calculations allow the system to
relax, such that the OD distances vary correctly along the in-
stanton path. However, Huang et al.22 argue that the main er-
ror produced by fixing the OD bonds (in the quantum cal-
culation) is neglect of zero-point energy along the tunneling
path. Effectively, the instanton calculations are also neglect-
ing a large proportion of this zero-point energy difference,
through their neglect of anharmonicity. Hence both calcula-
tions make a similar approximation, and it is not surprising
that the results are very close.

The values of h1i are known to depend only weakly on ro-
tational quantum numbers, except for h14.22, 26 The 1–4 path
involves an effective (though not actual, see above) inter-
nal twist of the two monomers, which causes h14 to depend
strongly on the rotational quantum number K (the projection
of the total rotational quantum number J onto the intermolec-
ular axis). In Tables I and II, we have quoted the K = 0 ex-
perimental values for h14. The instanton results may therefore
include errors resulting from “contamination” from K "= 0.
We will not attempt to analyse these errors here, which, from
the discussion above, would seem to be minor in comparison
with the errors caused by the neglect of anharmonicity.

IV. APPLICATION TO WATER TRIMER

The RPI method was applied to (H2O)3 and (D2O)3, us-
ing the HBB2 potential surface70 for two-body interactions,
combined with a three-body potential;71 [we will refer to this
combination as “PES(1,2,3)”]. We also took the opportunity
to test two less accurate but computationally less expensive
surfaces.

A. Locating the kinks

There are 96 permutation-inversion isomers for the wa-
ter trimer if covalent bonds are conserved.14, 27, 28, 82 Figure 4
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FIG. 3. Water dimer tunneling-splitting pattern, obtained by diagonalising
the instanton tunneling matrix W of Eq. (22). The values of the tunneling
elements h1i and of the splittings are given in Tables I–IV.

method neglects anharmonicity perpendicular to the tunneling
path, and assumes that the splittings depend only weakly on
the rotational quantum numbers. Nevertheless, the agreement
of the instanton results with experiment and with the quan-
tum results of Ref. 22 is within a factor of two for (H2O)2,
and even closer for (D2O)2 (although the accuracy of the lat-
ter is almost “too good” and is probably caused by fortuitous
cancellation of errors).

Two pieces of evidence suggest that most of the quan-
titative errors in the instanton splittings result from the ne-
glect of anharmonicity. First, the errors are a lot smaller for
(D2O)2 than for (H2O)2, which are consistent with the expec-
tation that deuteration reduces the fluctuations of the poly-
mers around the steepest-descent minima. Second, the inter-
change splittings (those involving mostly h15) agree much
better with experiment than do the acceptor splittings. Now,
the barrier height (210 cm!1) along the acceptor path is close
to the change in harmonic zero-point energy (204 cm!1). Cal-
culations on model systems with similarly low barriers66 have
shown that the fluctuations of a linear polymer with both ends
fixed in the same well are large enough for some of the beads
to access the barrier or even “visit” the other well. In such
cases, Q0(!) is “contaminated” by tunneling, and the valid-

TABLE III. Tunneling splittings (cm!1) for (H2O)2 obtained from the in-
stanton calculations on the HBB2 surface, compared with quantum results
and with experiment. See Fig. 3 for a diagram of the overall splitting pattern.

Splitting Instanton Quantum a Expt.b

Acceptor 4|h14v | 22 13 9.4
Interchange (lower) 4|h15 + h17| 0.86 0.75 0.75
Interchange (upper) 4|h15 ! h17| 0.63 0.65 0.65
Bifurcation (lower) |h12 + 4h13| 0.044 · · · 0.02
Bifurcation (upper) |h12 ! 4h13| 0.026 · · · 0.02

aReference 22.
bReference 6.

TABLE IV. Same as Table III for (D2O)2.

Splitting Instanton Quantum a Expt.b

Acceptor 4|h14| 2.4 2.4 1.8
Interchange (lower) 4|h15 + h17| 0.037 0.040 0.039
Interchange (upper) 4|h15 ! h17| 0.035 0.036 0.036
Bifurcation (lower) |h12 + 4h13| 2.8(!4) · · · 2.3(!4)
Bifurcation (upper) |h12 ! 4h13| 2.5(!4) · · · 2.2(!4)

aReference 22.
bReferences 5, 7, and 8.

ity of Eq. (1) starts to break down. This effect is almost cer-
tainly why the instanton acceptor splitting is a factor of two
too large in (H2O)2. Evidently this error is much smaller in
(D2O)2, which is again consistent with model calculations,66

which show a similar reduction in error on deuteration.
The instanton prediction for the acceptor splitting of

(D2O)2 agrees to within 2% of the quantum result for the
HBB2 potential. While this extremely close agreement is
probably fortuitous, it is not unreasonable that these two re-
sults should be close. In the quantum calculations, the OH
bond lengths were held fixed at their monomer equilibrium
geometries, and this constraint (rather than deficiencies in the
potential surface) is thought to explain the deviation from
experiment.22 The instanton calculations allow the system to
relax, such that the OD distances vary correctly along the in-
stanton path. However, Huang et al.22 argue that the main er-
ror produced by fixing the OD bonds (in the quantum cal-
culation) is neglect of zero-point energy along the tunneling
path. Effectively, the instanton calculations are also neglect-
ing a large proportion of this zero-point energy difference,
through their neglect of anharmonicity. Hence both calcula-
tions make a similar approximation, and it is not surprising
that the results are very close.

The values of h1i are known to depend only weakly on ro-
tational quantum numbers, except for h14.22, 26 The 1–4 path
involves an effective (though not actual, see above) inter-
nal twist of the two monomers, which causes h14 to depend
strongly on the rotational quantum number K (the projection
of the total rotational quantum number J onto the intermolec-
ular axis). In Tables I and II, we have quoted the K = 0 ex-
perimental values for h14. The instanton results may therefore
include errors resulting from “contamination” from K "= 0.
We will not attempt to analyse these errors here, which, from
the discussion above, would seem to be minor in comparison
with the errors caused by the neglect of anharmonicity.

IV. APPLICATION TO WATER TRIMER

The RPI method was applied to (H2O)3 and (D2O)3, us-
ing the HBB2 potential surface70 for two-body interactions,
combined with a three-body potential;71 [we will refer to this
combination as “PES(1,2,3)”]. We also took the opportunity
to test two less accurate but computationally less expensive
surfaces.

A. Locating the kinks

There are 96 permutation-inversion isomers for the wa-
ter trimer if covalent bonds are conserved.14, 27, 28, 82 Figure 4
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method neglects anharmonicity perpendicular to the tunneling
path, and assumes that the splittings depend only weakly on
the rotational quantum numbers. Nevertheless, the agreement
of the instanton results with experiment and with the quan-
tum results of Ref. 22 is within a factor of two for (H2O)2,
and even closer for (D2O)2 (although the accuracy of the lat-
ter is almost “too good” and is probably caused by fortuitous
cancellation of errors).

Two pieces of evidence suggest that most of the quan-
titative errors in the instanton splittings result from the ne-
glect of anharmonicity. First, the errors are a lot smaller for
(D2O)2 than for (H2O)2, which are consistent with the expec-
tation that deuteration reduces the fluctuations of the poly-
mers around the steepest-descent minima. Second, the inter-
change splittings (those involving mostly h15) agree much
better with experiment than do the acceptor splittings. Now,
the barrier height (210 cm!1) along the acceptor path is close
to the change in harmonic zero-point energy (204 cm!1). Cal-
culations on model systems with similarly low barriers66 have
shown that the fluctuations of a linear polymer with both ends
fixed in the same well are large enough for some of the beads
to access the barrier or even “visit” the other well. In such
cases, Q0(!) is “contaminated” by tunneling, and the valid-
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stanton calculations on the HBB2 surface, compared with quantum results
and with experiment. See Fig. 3 for a diagram of the overall splitting pattern.
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Interchange (lower) 4|h15 + h17| 0.037 0.040 0.039
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ity of Eq. (1) starts to break down. This effect is almost cer-
tainly why the instanton acceptor splitting is a factor of two
too large in (H2O)2. Evidently this error is much smaller in
(D2O)2, which is again consistent with model calculations,66

which show a similar reduction in error on deuteration.
The instanton prediction for the acceptor splitting of

(D2O)2 agrees to within 2% of the quantum result for the
HBB2 potential. While this extremely close agreement is
probably fortuitous, it is not unreasonable that these two re-
sults should be close. In the quantum calculations, the OH
bond lengths were held fixed at their monomer equilibrium
geometries, and this constraint (rather than deficiencies in the
potential surface) is thought to explain the deviation from
experiment.22 The instanton calculations allow the system to
relax, such that the OD distances vary correctly along the in-
stanton path. However, Huang et al.22 argue that the main er-
ror produced by fixing the OD bonds (in the quantum cal-
culation) is neglect of zero-point energy along the tunneling
path. Effectively, the instanton calculations are also neglect-
ing a large proportion of this zero-point energy difference,
through their neglect of anharmonicity. Hence both calcula-
tions make a similar approximation, and it is not surprising
that the results are very close.

The values of h1i are known to depend only weakly on ro-
tational quantum numbers, except for h14.22, 26 The 1–4 path
involves an effective (though not actual, see above) inter-
nal twist of the two monomers, which causes h14 to depend
strongly on the rotational quantum number K (the projection
of the total rotational quantum number J onto the intermolec-
ular axis). In Tables I and II, we have quoted the K = 0 ex-
perimental values for h14. The instanton results may therefore
include errors resulting from “contamination” from K "= 0.
We will not attempt to analyse these errors here, which, from
the discussion above, would seem to be minor in comparison
with the errors caused by the neglect of anharmonicity.

IV. APPLICATION TO WATER TRIMER

The RPI method was applied to (H2O)3 and (D2O)3, us-
ing the HBB2 potential surface70 for two-body interactions,
combined with a three-body potential;71 [we will refer to this
combination as “PES(1,2,3)”]. We also took the opportunity
to test two less accurate but computationally less expensive
surfaces.

A. Locating the kinks

There are 96 permutation-inversion isomers for the wa-
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